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WEDNESDAY,
JUNE 21, 1876.
MEDITATING.
What a little thing
_. Great sorrow may bring,
And the course of.a life forever make sad!
A word not meant, or a look not sent,
And Jpen are perverted from good to bad.
"What a little thing
Great pleasure may. bring,
And make our lives brighter than ever we
thought!

A glance from an eye, instead of a sigh,
A laugh may bring joy

that

could

not be

, bought.
Life is but a day;
Help while you may,
With a grasp from the hind or a hearty
word,
Burdens to lighten, dark clouds to brighten;
There is a place where prayer is heard.
A

richly blessed us in the past, beyond what ism. It apes Christianity inits forms and
we have deserved or could have expected. modes of worship. It appropriates truth,
There is no just ground for supposing but gives no credit for it. It grasps Revon the one hand that. we have done so |elation, but claims it as its own intuition
little that we may give up in discourage- "and on the strength
of this it assumes for
‘| ment, or on the other hand, that we have itself inspiration. It is a religion with a
done so much, that little remams for us God away in the darkness and shadows

todo. We have had our trials and reverses, we have also had our joys and
triamphs. Wherein we have erred or

God has a work for all in this world,
for individuals, churches, denominations,

communities, nations.

When

performed

a soldier

his duty, he

and that he has prospered our fathers and

have denounced our work as schismatic,
needless, and pernicious ; but it has gone
forward, diffusing its influence’ over the

land, and nearly rounding out its centennial.
It therefore becomes us thoughtfully to
inquire, to review, to learn our mission
and duty. Some seem to think that our

work is about. accomplished, and so are
ready and waiting for some new combina

tion.

In their view our distinctive senti-

ments have been so generally adopted,
that there is no longer need of an organi-

zation to propagate and enforce them.
The facts, however, warrant no suc¢h conclusion. The distinctive views of the
founders of the. F. Baptist connection on
such subjects as general atonement, free-

dom of the will, #hd free communion
have indeed been adopted by many in the’

Calvinistic bodies, and a great advance
has been made in most of them toward
more liberal views. But no such general or radieal change has taken place as
some have assumed. We rejoice in the
progress of free sentiments with increasing and significant developments ; but as
yet see nothing in them to warrant any
essential modification of our course.
On the other hand our course of duty
as a people is plain. The great principles

for which we have contended are not to
be abandoned ; otherwise we should prove
. recreant to our trust in the time of greatest encouragement. Neither are they to

be compromised—which is but afother
way of surrendering them.

They are di-

vine, they are scriptural, they have stood

He is | ingin

to live.

ag

/ UNITED STATES SENATORS.
Hon. Henry B. Anthony
was elected to
‘the United States Senate for the fourth
term
by the Rhode Island General As

years the

‘while

here, and while he remained it flourished,
but has gradually declined since he left,
and now the regular congregation scarcely numbers a dozen. He has held several
public meetings since he has been here,
at one of which the subject of starting
a newspaper was agitated. Considerable | Mol
enthusiasm was excited, and a committee:

KESHAB UHANDRA SEN AT HOME,
CHELER.

Keshab Babu, as he is familiarly called
of the

sect,

Brahmas,

the

been the most enlightened and intellectu-

al people

Hindus’ reformed

His name is well known in Eng-

on the face of the earth, and

that in religion

land and America, and the hopes of many
earnest Christians have been raised that

he

they

have

first and foremost; in

a

always stood

word,

that their’

system has been the source from which
other systems have sprung as distorted

might indeed lead his countrymen

outgrowths.
they are!

How

wonderfully human

How much like other people!
Fata
++

make money out of his office as it would

be to-day for a soldier or a sailor to
make merchandise of his ; when honor is
the people's first demand. of their servants, *‘ investigations ” and ‘ courts of
impeachment ” will end, and Liberty

will stretch fortli her hand to bless a new
and regenerafe rrace of ‘statesmen.

EXCHANGE NOTES, AND QUOTES.

OUR PUBLIC MEN.
Mary Clemmer,in a recent letter to the
Independent, thus speaks of our publie
men and our destiny :

* As I walked through the Fotis, the
'| other day, I could but remember that that
moment beneath its dome four trials
were going on of the integrity of high of-

Do we all believe, with Zion's

Herald,

ficers of the state. Belknap, a Segetary -we wish every one might feel, that ‘¢ the
are learning by experiment
of War, with the emperor of a’ great na- community
tion contemplating him, sat in a court of

that ordinarily in a country

and

society

impeachment in the Senate of the United} like ours a preacher must be a thorough1y educated man, and that the necessity
States, accused of being a receiver
for a full education steadily increases.” _
bribes wrung in extortion from the sol-

nothing.

in one of the long windows, directly in
speaker.

The

internal

oblong, with

the

pulpit

ar-

on

one side and galleries on three sides. A
portion of the latter is enclosed with curtains for the female portion of the
audience that they may hear without being seen. The pulpit is a pén, sik feet by
eight, enclosed with railings. Within this
is a marble

table,

four

feet

square,

But there is

a

remedy.

It

is

in the Bower of the people to make it an
eternal disgrace for a man to grow rich
in office. It is in the power of the people to make the office itself the great reward for high talent and exalted service.
It is possible for them to. force men to
ehoose between the honors of the state
and the luxuries of opulence. This is
true already of two branches of the public service. I heard Bayard Taylor say
once ‘‘ that Americans were the only people on the earth who were ashamed to
say ‘ I am poor. I am too poor to afford

rangements were much after the style of
some of our country churches of the last
generation,

Pi

and force to

;
IA

Lo
$13

A

Seah

me

145

;

La 80

| has been nominated and will undoubted- LY
:

A

some time :

} be elected to the Senate. vy ‘the New but the excitement on

y, 11th mst or

"exceeded
all the sensations which his name

| has heretofore occasioned. Mr: ‘Blaine,as

Usclwege Demg

torney-General of England or the United
States 1

on.

several ‘members

of. his’ family, a

;

The authorities of this: even an umbrella, and in ascending she -

country rested their claim for his surren-

church steps fell, stricken down by the ex

der on the extradition treaty, and will
hold Begin responsible for its. viola

cessive heat, and was carried to his home,
where he lay unconscious for several hours.
Several times
the day it was-re-

tion. .

on

which the speaker sits tailor fashion. eo At
one end of the room a similar pen; somewhat larger, affords space for a small

it)"

Per consequence,

expensive parlors, and

organ and three or four musicians,
The exercises, lasting for. an hour and
a half consisted of reading select portions
from the Sanscrit Shastres, singing, prayers, and sermon in Bengali. Portions of
the singing, accompanied by the organ,
kettle drum and cymbals were quite in-

they

furnished

themselves

lived

in penury and.discomfort in cellar and
chamber. A gentleman or lady abroad
are not ashamed to live in an attic; and,
by the way, some of the most brilliant
salons human society has ever seen, have

been held in attics and scanty chambers.
A foreigner feels that it takes nothing
from his dignity or honor to ‘say, ‘Iam
poor ;” but an American never !
!

spiriting, and produced & marked effect
upon those of the congregation who were

able to take a part. The discourse, which
was somewhat lengthy, was able and en-

There are two proud exceptions to this
usual rule in America

chanting, holding the large congregation

ton.

in wrapt attention. At the commencement

and

in

Washing:

“We of the army” are proud to say

always, we are poor.

teen, as in the last Chamber. Many
the electoral contests were exceéedin

close.

were no symptoms of apoplexy or ‘paralysis

in his case.

The streets of the city were gy

standard of success, over-work is" an error.
The man whose brain is hot, whose

blood is fevered, whose stomach is soured and weakly, is the man who will blunder
ip his calculation.

It is

a

safe

rule

club, and broke the windows of the building. “The riots in Antwerp were the
most serious.

The regular

troops were

called out, wlio fired over fifty shots..

honorable {o be'poor.
KL

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.
THE OLD SOUTH CHURCH.

The' “poor minis-

I Im

1

capital of the canton,

four

inmates of a

house were kiliad L* a fall of the walls.

A FIRE IN KINGSTON, ONTARIO.
About nine o'clock, Monday evening, a
serious fire broke out in Kingston, and
rapidly spreading.consumed a large num-

ber of buildings including some of the
finest blocks in the city. The fire was
got under control at three o'clock Tuesday morning.
During the fire a number
of buildings were blown down to arrest
its progress. The total loss is estimated
at from $200,000 to $400,000.

=

MINOR EVENTS.
The

York
Grand

Erie, Pennsylvania

Central, Baltimore
Trunk

railroads,

Central, New

and

Ohio, and

have

made

a

further sweeping reduction in the rates
of east bound freight.——The United
States has entered a suit against Jacob
Thompson, of Mississippi, to recover
about two million dollars, the value of

property stolen from. the Indian Bureau
while, Thompson was Secretary
Interior under Buchanan.
Midhat

Pasha, the

A. Wheeler,

Grand

of the

Vizier, has

a memberof Congress from

man, is to take.the field with a lecture

44)

en-

titled ‘* England Viewed froma Back Window, »

t

ol

MR.

SPEAKER

KERR."

The commyittee which has beeninvestigat- ing the charges against Mr. Speaker Kerr
have reported him as fully vindicated, and

SWITZERLAND.
A serious inundation
has occurred in
eastern Switzerland. It was caused by

proposed a new charter for Turkey,[abolnever
to have any but healthy men for
ishing Mohammedanism as the State repartners. It is not wise to trust your
ligion, and granting equal support to
fortune to the judgment of a person who every creed. He also proposes the forcan mot eat with. a relish, and sleep
mation of legislative chambers. All the
soundly.”
oo}
other ministers of the Sultan have refused to support the proposed charter.
The contrast between the insults and
THE PRESIDENTIAL CONVENTION.
persecutions attendant upon Christian
The Republican National Convention
worshipers in many lands with our own.
perfect safety in so doing, attracts the at- to nominate candidates for President and
tention of the Examiner and Chronicle : Vice-president of the United States met
* It is worth while to think more of this in Cincinnati last Wednesday. Hon. Edmatter. The very richness, the fullness ward McPherson, of Pennsylvania, preof our freedom, has proved a snare to us. sided over the Convention. Rutherford
But te whom much is given, of him much B. Hayes, the present Governor of Ohio,
will be required. Let us be very sure was nominated for the Presidency on the
that our God has not given us this mar- seventh ballot. His nomination reprevelous liberty to abuse, but to use, faith- sented a union of all, the forces opposed
fully and thankfully, for his glory and to Blaine, but that gentleman's friends
made the nomination unanimous and
the good of others.”
pledged the State of Maine to give 20,—> + —eeee
000 majority for the candidate. William’

only péople in this country who' feel it aig wounding’ thirty otliers, some serious-

impart more of vitality
In these remarks, I have illustrated
1 our operations. God has, some of the leading features of Brahmin-

That it was simply a case of

+{ sunstroke, superinduced by excessive menwith vast crowds of people, hissing and tal labor, and that Mr. Blaine would come
hooting in front: of the Catholic institu- out of his illness all right after a little, and
tions. At Ghent the mob made a. mon- his speedy recovery indicates that, for this.
ster demonstration before the Catholic orce, his physicians were correct.

the Babu read from a small book, or
New York, was nominated for Vice:
the test; and if we would continue faith- |
A surgeon-general of the navy goes jnmanuscript, a number of passages, em-,
An immense mass meeting was held in president on the first ballot.
ful to our trust, we must abide by them. bracing the sentiment he wished to eluci- to a‘ 'third-story back,”
* ++
with his effects, ‘the Old South Church on Wednesday to
Thus shall we not only best discharge our date. As he mentioned no authority, the|
and says, proudly, ‘ My conntry does not consider how the building might be savPERSONAL.
own duty, but most help others, and best congregation was left to guebs as to the pay me, enough to afford
Speeches were made by Wendell
any better.” ed.
Pere HYACINTHE is to give a course of
promote the more general diffusion of source from which these sentiments were The nation can not boast of
more accom- Phillips, the Rev. W. H. H. Murray, lectures in London.
truth.
derived. Among these the golden text plished men than the officers of its army Postmagter Tobey and others, and a vote
Pro¥EssorR FIsHER of Yale Theological
God has given us our mission and it is was, ‘‘God is love, and he that dwelleth and navy, , Yet,save in the rare instances was adopted requesting a numberof promSeminary has sailed for Europe.
for us to fulfill it. What we need is not in love dwelleth in God, and God in where they have inherited fortunes, they’ inent gentlemen to assume the responVictor
Hvuao
dislikes
pianos,
and
a new departure, but a more earnest con- him.” This was the soul of the discourse. live in the simplest manner possible. sibility of maturing the necessary condi- doesn’t care much for music of any sort.
secration to the work of the Lord. ‘What He quoted parallel sentiments from Christ, As a rule, a congressman's wife wonld tions in case the requisite sum is subTae French Prince Imperial, it is reportwe need is not to form new alliances, but John and other eof the sacred writers, feel herself demeaned if she did not drive scribed. About $6,000 was raised at the
ed, is to visit the United States.
meeting.
to strengthen our own personnel ; in other reading them from that same little book, about ‘¢ making calls” in a carri ge
GENERAL SICKLES intends to resume the
words to invigorate the churches, and looking as unlike a Bible as possible,and more or less pretentious. But day after
ANOTHER SHOCKING ACCIDENT.
practice of law in New York.
provide for church extension ; to increase through the whole never once intimated day, during the season, you see the wives
About noon on Sunday week, the conWarr Warman, the poet, once drove a
the ministry, and secure for it better fur that he had ever heard of Christ or seen and daughters of officers trudging about gregation of the Catholic church in HontsBroadway omnibus for’ two days to keep
a
Bible.
The
discourse
was
80
thor¢*
afoot,”
in
pretty
bonnets
and
dresses
nishing aud facilities ; to procure larger
dale, Pa., assembled in 4 new but unfin- the position for a sun-stricken driver whom
endowments for our colleges and semi- oughly Christian that had it been in manu- they have fashioned themselves. They ished building. “Just,as the services be
|
he saw fall from the box..
‘~naries; to reinforce our struggling mis- script I would have begged a copy to are in society bright, “intelligent, and gan, the gallery with the floor underneath
James M. Bampy, the Danbury
News
* poor,” and proud of it. They are the fell with a crash, killing the contractor
,Sions, home and foreign ; and so with the print and circulate as a Christian tract.

divine blessing

he pi
ig
BY wi

the report has been unanimously accepted
by the House.
This gentleman, who has
been ill for some time, is now reported as-.
convalescing.
THE TOBACCO QUESTION.

¢ there is 8 way of being faithful to |’sthe heavy rains and the melting of thé&
{ snow in the mountains. The railways
The “Sub-Committee of the Ways: ang
uty as a citizen, and still preserving are much damaged,
and the whole canton
our loyal
Means, who have had the question of:tax .
“God and an unremitted disof Thurgau is submerged. Many bridges
charge of 1 our religions duties "?
on tobacco under consideration, have -con—
and houses were carried away and sever- cluded to report to the. full committees.
al persons drowned. At Frauenfield, the considerable reduction. They think thexThe Congrogutioaliat remarks, what

[diers of his country. Robeson, a SecreThe Baptist Union emphasizes the
tary of the Navy, was being tried for the
statement that ‘‘ the repulsion of close
unlawful gains that he had wrung from
communion tends tg destroy the Oneness
miles brought me to a well lighted chapel, the Treasury. While a Speaker and an 1 of Christ's Body,which
w
all Christians are
looking like a place of Christian worship, ex-Speaker of the House of Representa- under solemn obligations to show forth to
with steeple, and bell perhaps, though I tives of the United States both had their men on all occasions.
¢ For we being
did not hear it, with a portico in front, integrity questioned in a court of investi- many, are one body and one bread, even
covered with twining, ornamental foli- gation. And all for love of money!
as we are all partakers of that one
age, and lighted up by a large number of They might or might not all be guilty; bread.’”
but
the
fact
that
the
four
trials
were
at
gas jets. Externally all was made as inthat moment progressing, indicated to
viting as possible. I liked that.
The editor of the Golden Rule is evihow
low a grade had official life and honor
1 was too late to secure a seat,as all the
dently
reminded by the return of hot days
space within the building ‘was occupied. fallen. If there were no remedy, no pos- of his sojourn in the wilds of the AdironI succeeded in pressing through the out- sibility of uplifting the civil offices to dacks. Our contemporary is a believer
side crowd and secured a standing place their ancient state, it were better, to say in vacations for * tested by the lowest
front of the

i

sembly, Tuesday.—Hon. E.H. Rollins

influence, foreign ideas and religion have
had anything to do in the development of
the country. They wouldthave you under- | their ravages. When the honors’ of the
stand that they are not, and never were, civil service are put on the same plane,
a heathen people, —that they have eyer and it is as disgraceful for a legislator to

"++

0. BA
R.

Wh

ported and believed by many that he was:
ELECTIONS IN BELGIUM.
|
A'Brussels despatch states that the re- in a dying condition, and that he could not
sult of the élections in Belgium is that possibly survive. Political friends and
foes of the gentleman expressed great sym 43
fo
lobbies track down like desolating lo- | the Catholic majority in the Chamber of pathy and much ahxiety in his behalf.
Deputies
will
be
twelve
instéad
‘of
fourcusts.” As a rule, these men are beyond
The doctors soon decided that there: J |

goes from labor to rewards. Said the not only out of idolatry, but up to Christ
apostlé: “I have fought a good fight, I the Saviour of the world. On a visit to
have finished my course, I huve kept the England, a few years since, he was largefaith ;"and so exclaimed,‘I am now ready ly lionized by a fawning crowd of religto be offered,and the time of my departure ious dignitaries, and judging from the reis at hand.” Some fail to accomplish ports of the pressat the time, one might
their work, and are removed before their suppose him to be one of the first and
time. God deals in much the same way best men of his race. He is human,
. with bodies of men. He raisesup nations
however, a nice fat Babu, intellectual,
for specific ends, blesses and prospers eloquent, and, in a worldly sense, good,
, them, if faithful; and if unfaithful, over- no doubt, Mesmeric power, too, he must
throws and destroys them. He raises up have, power to chain: a crowd, though I
churches and denominations for high and have failed to discover its secret.
worthy objects, and holds them accountWhen in Calcutta, recently, I felt an
able for the same. He established the earnest desire to see and hear this distinJewish polity, he organizéd the gospel guished man. It was somewhat late on
church. He inspired the hearts of Luther Sabbath evening as I landed from my
and his associates who inaugurated the boat, and hastened up town to’ look up
Reformation: Not to specify more, have the chapel of the great reformer. I was
we any doubt that he directed Randall in told that I should know the place by the
organizing the association of F. Baptists, gas lights: in front.
A" walk of three
brethren in their work hitherto? As a
people we have had our adversaries, who

burning ofl ran over, setting fire to four | brough

Christians there are many differences, in
‘doctrinal sentiments and usages, in plans
and methods. But we should not stop to
contend over them, or make them occasions of estrangement and bitterness.
Rather contemplate the magnitude and appointed tq arrange for the publication |
excellence of saving souls from sin and of a bi-monthly paper in English and
standard of iq aia ‘honor. ng exalare
death, and thus bringing glory to the Bengali.
Redeemer. We need not be anxious about
There have also been meetings for soci- brave, accomplished, chivalric and honreputation, numbers, influence in worldly al improvement and self-laudation. The est. The country has as much reason to
things, which are secondary and transient ; same spirit that the Brahmas manifest in be proud of her army and navy as she
but the holy emulation should ‘be to set appropriating without acknowledgment, has at present to be ashamed of ‘her bethe best example, to live the truest life, is also very conspicuous elsewhere. smirched statesmen. These are not the
to be most beneficient, helpful, efficient Young Bengal seems very anxious to men who have only to dip their hands infor God and his cause. He will take care blot out from the impressions of men the to the Treasury to enrich themselves and
of results and crown all, his faithful fol- facts that India has been ruled by foreign- thousands of contractors; nor are they
lowers.
‘ers for a thousand years, and that foreign the legislators whom corporitfons and

BY REV.

"Several

wells, five cars and a lot of lumber. The
loss is estimated at $125,000. One man
was severely injured ted 5 901 expecion

of |

an old acquaintance and’ a warm friend of | With
ead master of the Midnapore
chool. He instituted a ‘‘church”

on Monday after-

by were’ burned, and ‘the
near ngs
| dwelli

vine grace,

ours, having been for some

Toot over ‘the oil

od | fron tank materially injured.

the Brahmas, Raj Waragan Bose.

here, is the leader of the orthodox wing

BY PROF. J. J. BUTLER.

|

as we have done good, all is through di<A great work is yet to be wrought in
building up the kingdom of God on earth,
and subduing the nations to him. All
who have a heart to labor will find
enough to do. There are many obstructions and imperfections.
Among true

a.

| noon. The
struck
a derrick
close to a $22,
. The derrick
and
a wooden tank were destroyed, and the

Just now we are having a visit, from 3 ho

the leading man.of the opposite win g

car

{oo

of the unknown; a Christianity without
a living, life-giving Christ.

come short, the fault is our own; so far

OUR DENOMINATIONAL MISSION.

of the cross has

THE MORNING STAR, BOSTON,

oy

tax on tobacco may be reduced from. 24 to
16 cents, and the tax on cigars one-sixth.

They also recommend the establishment.of
bonded warehouses in the sea-board cities, .
for export only. Moreover, the bill proposed,

provides

that

the

producers

of
tobacco
be
permitted
to
sell
the leaf in limited quantities directly ton.
the consumer, without the payment of a tax thereon.
These propositions will be
likely to cause considerable discussion im .°
the House, and it may be doubted whether
now when it is clearly seen that the estimates will fall short some $17,000,000: this
fiscal year, a proposition to reduce the tax
on tobacco, which will reduce the revenue
of the government still lower, can carry in
this Congress.
THE ‘RESUMPTION™ ACT:
Mr. Wells, of Missouri, introduced

some:

time since a bill to repeal the resumption
act, passed by the last Congress.
It was
referred to the Committee on Banking and .
Currency.
This committee, within a day .
or two, have had

the matter up, but deter-

mined not to take any further steps in respect to therepeal of this statute till Messrs. .
Gibson and Payne, who have gone on an:
investigating tour to Louisiana, return.
They are expected on or about the last of
next week.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The question discussed in the last Cabinet

meeting

was the attitude

of England ‘em

the Winslow
extradition affair.
It is-ex
pected that*L
Derby will soon reply te
Mr. Fish’s last note.
It is thought that we may soon have an.

Indian War on our hands. Forsyth and
Custar are on the Plains. General Sheridan
-is at Red Cloud, and General Sherman has..
left within a few days for that locality...
The Blaine investigation is postponed
for the present, and will not be renewed
till Mr. B. has recovered.
The investigation of Secretary Robeson 1
before the naval sub-committee is dsagging

its way slowly along.

It is very generally .

thought that Mr. Robeson will be proved ’
innocent of the charges alleged.
Most of the appropriation bills hang fire
between the two

to predict as to
the fiscal year

Houses, and it is difficult

results.
is

drawing

In the meantime
to a close,

and

when July comes. shall tire wheels of gov-

ernment stop, or shall its executive officers

have money in an unconstitutional way to
keep the machine running?
Many Republican Senators and répresentatives are absent in Cincinnati,.
and within

a day or two past the Senate was found to
have for the first time for many years a
Democratic majority.
The Belknap impeachment trial is postponed, and may, or may not come to.an end
this session.
It is givem out that.a large
number of witnesses will bé summoned by
the late -Seerétary. How many the Senate
will allow to testify remains to be seen.

By the time the Republican Senators and

members return from Cincinnati, the Rjemocratic Senators and’ Representatives will
be off for St. Louis, go 'it must not be expected that much legislation will' be put

through

during

the

‘remainder

of this.

month.
Persons from, different. sections:
of the
country, having been
to. the Centen-

nial, are now flowing into Washington, sethat the streets of the city and halls of our

phblic buildings present quite a lively appearange..
PHAROS.

-

2
ord
Son
Dayid

tiolts.

over Israel.”
is statement

gis

the throne’

JUNE,
nei

diser
and
sion

#1,

we
ins!
if

pli

st

w
{

VACATION TOUR:

f
n-

ar queen of zenauas, The
ome and
graceful, and hey

COTAC

eri
p
he!
h years old, is just sparkling,
ccougiie Although we have -noW
been
a’
it LH
‘
sheiS
a
quick
would
disparage
the
Scriptures
asa
whole.
scholar, The mother
at this charming sanitarium,
and have
"Sabbath School Lesson.— July 2.
| And we should oppose the false pripgiple.- enjoyed some advantages for becoming: read, by Mary, the 11th of John, while | BY REV. WILLIAM HURLIN.
king of Israel, let him show that,wut his
“QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
heard the daughter's lessons,
Afteron which this destructive criticism rests.
death, the scepter-should ndt depdrtfrom | This is the subject of a paper. prepgred Me n-approich the -yeddrds of Chuistianily acquainted. with the people and place, I wards, I heard the
story
of:
"(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)
and read by bho Christlieb
before’ with skeptical opinions, and at the outset éan wot say ‘we have done * Coty.” In which the lady told ‘chafmingly. aras,
his family. Besides, some of these men
Her
addition to the cool, dry, bracing moeuntYork
before him have doubtless said to them- the : Evangelical Alliauce in New
DAVID'S
CHARGE TO SOLOMON.
refuse to believe in miracles, Then we ain air, the place has many attractions. husband came in and seemed pleased,
in 1873, and since published in sepapate
selves, * David soon dies, then 1 may
must direct attention to the arbilrariness for the visitor, New aud highly inter- He wants his, wife to fearn to play the or
LB
have
a
chance
to
be
king.”
Here, if any. form by Harper & Brothers. The author of these men, who try to make out that esting scenery is daily brought to view, gan, and is going Lo buy one for her
1 Chron. 28:1--10.
where, were those who would reject, aft- is Professor of Theology in the University whatis written concerning Jesus Christ
Our next house was a mile away, in the
and how long this would continue to be
‘wi@oLpEN
Text:
‘“ Know thou the God
of Bonn; in Prussia, and is well known
er
the
death
heart of Burra Bazar. The lady was i
of
David,
the
claims
of
SoloBut the case, Tam not able to say.
of thy father, and serve him with a
in Europe as a preacher, lecturer and is the fabrication of a later age.
pext
perfect heart and with a willing mon. The speech of David covers the author. In this paper his" object was to. even Rousseau says that it is impossible | Ootacamund, is the largest and most with feyer, ko ‘We’ Went of fo *thé
whole ground, and’ fortifies.
place, not to teach,but to make a cali on o
his family
mind.”
1 Chron, 28: 9.
to
inyent
such
a
picture
of
Christ
as
that
within the royal palace... David then is show the “best ‘methods ‘of ‘counteracting given us in the gospels. And then we important station on the Nilgiri hills. native Christian lady. She is the wife of
ror
These hills are situated between 11 and
modern infidelity.
‘And ‘he comprises:
uot boasting,
(8) Why God liked Dayid
may call attention to the way in which 12 degrees north Jatitude, and 76 and 77 a doctor, who is also a Christian, They
Notes and Hints,
under
the
name
“infidel
all
those
tendenThe lessons for the third quarter of the to make him king, we. can best discover cies and gysfems ‘which militate against the critics destroy each other. Strauss east longitude, and are 200 miles from the live in an old:faskitdtied’ zévidng ‘house,
year resume the study of the Old Testa- by inquiring, why would I, endowed with the Biblical and Christian view of God says the character of Christ was made up sea on the Coramoundel coast, and 40 miles and it is a curiosity indeed. [had to go
~ ment. After the death of Absalom (to tke power to know all hearts and charac- and the universe, which do not: receive from the Jewish idea of the Messiah; but from the Malabar. The town is situated back twice to get jt'by heart, though
I
the beginning of the period we now no- ters, select for a given work one man the Scriptures as a revelation from God, Bauer says that there was no such idea very nearly in the center of tha plateau, have been theres pA a
mes, ugh!
more than another? : (4) David was to
tice; the principal events of Jewish history
and do not acknowledge
salvation among the Jews before the rise of €hris- about 10 miles from the south and seven} Pua gale. eats Lutey3 Lift Sousa.
were the returnof David to his capitol, reign, through his descendants, ¢ forever.” through Christ, He says that ‘we are to tianity. Baur says that the gospel of from the north edge of the Nilgiri range. At the
farther end of this,
the labyrinth
the revolt and death of Sheba, three Thus the promise. was thatof his line the meet this infidelity by ‘an earnest and John was written A, D. 160; but Keim It is about 7,400 feet above . sea-level. vege Fife ad Strong
53
years of famine, the numbering of Israel Messiah should come,
square place, with
spiritually vigorous testimony for Christ, dates it between 100 and 117, a time when It is said to be the highest point on the leading into a little
6,/* And he said unto me, Solomon thy
* and the judgments for it, the gathering of
by a truly scientific delineation of Chris- John, may have been still alive. Then, Nilgiri range between
Bombay
and high walls, but open to the sky. Turning
amaterial for the temple, the conspiracy son, he shall build my house ard my tian belief, and by a practical démonstra- again, we may refer to recent archmolog- Cape Comorin, Dodabettah is the name round the corner of that is another just
-of Adonijah and the appointment of Solo- courts; for [ have chosen him to be my tion of its trath in Christian living and ical researches, for. proofs of the truth of of the highest peak, being 8,760 feet above like it, and béyond that a very low door
son, and I will be his father.” (1) Na-.
mon to succeed his father.
suffering, ' He thinks the question is, how many facts given in the Old Testament, the level of the sea: This peak has great that we have to sloop to get through,
than communicated this choice of God to we may best counteract infidelity as it is even in matters of detail, as furnished us
1. THE
ASSEMBLY OF THE CHIEF MEN.
attractions, and is one that we are told This leads into a beautiful large court,
by
Ebers,
Geo,
Smith,
and
E.
Schrader.
David:
2
Sam.
7:4—17.
The
feelings
of
“ And
developed
in
individuals,
in
scientific
sysDavid assembled al] the princes
every stranger visiting the hills ought to with high walls on thrée sides, and a
gratitude which this pledge awakened tems, and as a social power, extending its We must also seek to deprive these men “do!
of Israel.”
Well, a few mornings ago, in handsome house on the other, A flight
The
preceding
chapter
:
(=
of the charm of novelty, by showing that
a
" . ‘throws light on these officers. We there constituted one of our lessons in the influence in wide circles.
company
with three young gentlemen, of steps leads to the veranda, and at the
firat gnarter of the year.
2 Sam. 7:18.
Accum that tho “¢ prineos” wors the twelve
With reference to infidelity in isolated they only produce a new edition of the whose aggregate ages just equaled nine- end of that an entry, and a very hard (to
+ qulers of the tribes. Each tribe had one 29. (2) God chose Solomon just as he individuals, Christlieb says it is important old Gnosticism. They talk of retaining eights of our own,we ** did ** Dodabettah. get up) flight of stairs, another entry, and
- ruler. 1 Chron. 27:22. . ** And the cap- had chosen David, by foresight of his fit- to ascertain, and to lead the individuals in Christ as an ideal. But sin is a mighty We were out something over four hours, we have reached the lady's home. This
tains of the companies that ‘ministered to ness for the work entrasted him. In question to see, the special causes from (reality, and only divine realities can over- and must have walked about ten miles, lady, however, is not a zemana lady.
:
the king.” * The generals of 24,000 men such a choice of God ‘some endeavor to which their infidelity springs.It may bethe come it,
but so cool and exhilarating was the at- She had just got a letter from a lady in
apiece, twelve in all, who waited in turn, see the principle by which the theory that moral and spiritual atmosphere’ by which
Our defense against the attacks of mosphere
that the trip left very little Scotland, who sent me a book, though we
for one month, on the king, afe here God selects whom he will, regardless of a man is surrounded;it will certainly be modern anti-miraculons matural science sense of fatigue behind. A cold bath and never saw each other. She had heard of
meant.
‘And the captains over the thou- foreseen character, for salvation, is prov- the hardness and perverseness of the will have to be carried on in a similar a substantial breakfast were highly rel- our work.- The book is an old poem by
ed, but they are. color-blind. It is one natural heart, and,generally,
sands, and captains over the hundreds.”
Samuel Rutherford, entitled,
the influence way. Darwin and his followers are work- ished, and we were ** all right ” again.
Each division of the army. had ifs reg- thing to select a workman, quite another and power of worldly things, especially ing out the same fundamental idea as
‘ Glory, glory dwelleth in Immanuel’s land.”
The
scenery
from
the
top
of
Dodabetiments, each regiment its companies. to select moral beings for the endless re- “the dollar.” The best method, then, is Baur and his disciples, vi.,to bridge over tah, viewed through a good field glass,
It is soukinspiring. This house has a
“ The stewards over all the substance wards of moral character regardless of that which leads inward to the heart and by vatural means all the chasms in history is grand indeed,’as one. overlooks the history that has something to do with us.
moral conduct.
- and possession of the king.”
conscience. We should leave our brother and nature, 50 as to get rid of supernatu- tops of the lower ranges of hills in all di- A little more than two years ago,"& noted
Of these
7. Here we see how the principle of to see the inward causes, and the
there were twelve classes, each having a
effects | 131 agencies.
point out (hat the rections, and sees the clouds lie along the native lawyer owned the house. It was a
God's favor is bestowed, how and how of his unbeliefon his own moral develop- Scriptures wereWenot must
intended to bea Hand
separate charge.
The treasurer, assessor
valleys like sheets of water with the sun present to him from" & native prince for
-~of taxes, the revenue collector and the only God will be a father to Solomon,
ment, the false manner in which he ex- Book of natural history, or philosophy; shining upon them. While gazing upon getting a case ‘for him in ‘court. One
and
*‘
eslablish
his
kingdom
forever.”
If
~-eustodiansof duties paid in the commodiamines the divine origin and the truth of but were given to show us the way of the town of *‘ Coty,” with its picturesque night this lawyer had a drunken carousal
he be constant to do my commandments
By communfeating moral and
“ty fazed are called *‘ stewards.”
the Christian faith, and show him the con- salvation
(2) and my judgment
scenery, and its small lake, lying along with some of his frienids, and, in the latter
as at this day.” (1)
s,
truths
which man could not disNotice- whence David received his innection
between
faith
and
knowledge.
between
the smaller hills like an enor- part of the night, érderegd out a fine horse
The condition of constancy to God always
himself. Hence the Bible speaks
come: from
a tax on the tillage of the
The Christian faith supplies the deepest
mous
serpent,
we were forcibly remind- ind buggy for a drive. He ran into a naal phenomena in the language of
= @wound, vineyards, wine, olive and syca- implied, is not always written. Men are to needs of the human heart ; but,in order to
ed
of
the
parable
of Balaam, when, at tive cart, got throw out and was killed.
so
well
understand that the favor of God
every day life, but in a form which should
+ amore trees,herds camels, asses and flocks.
be what we know we ought to be, we
the urgent request of Balak, he sought The horse and buggy were called muris
offered
them
on
condition
of
continue
leave
room
for
future
discoveries
in
that
d
+43) The * officers” were the eunuchs, or
must come into union with Jesus Christ ;
enchantments to: curse Israel. “How derers, and no one, would buy
- attendantsof the court, the “ mighty righteousness that 1o repeat the condition hence, faith in him'is the greatest moral region. Physical processes are sketched goodly are thy tents, O Jacob, and thy they fell into our hands at a fair them, so
price.
with
each
in
promise of God will be supera few bold strokes, but they preseht
men” and. the *“ valiant men” were sctachievement, and'the root of all the goodtabernacles,
O
Israel!”
And
who
ean
;
8.
P.B.
erogalor
y
and
needless.
(2)
correct notions of the relation of God to
Solomon,
-4ve or retired heroes holding no office.
ness and greatness attainable by man.
‘wonder at the sensible prayer of the mau,
»+ ta
ee
as
his
history
shows,
was
not
*
the
world,
and
exclude
Materialism
Natconstant,
,
”
These men as the very power of the nation
In dealing with the scientific systems of uralism, Pantheism, and Emanationism. even, who loved the wages of unrightMODERN SKEPTIOISM.
David collected together at his capitol to nor did he remain te'God asa son beunbelief,
the first question is, ‘‘How far And they are given in such a shape as to eousness, when he cried out, *‘ Let me
loved
and
approved
.
The
kingdom at
The irreligious philosophy of a century
hear his charge to Solomon, and to take
his déath' was’ broken in two, and ten- does the ground extend which must, under unfold their hidden truths with the ad- die the death of the righteous and let my ago seemed to think that the world was a
+ wows of fealty to him.
twelfths ‘of ‘it never returned to his all ‘circumstances, be defended?” Dr. C., vances of science.
fair world, and would probably be manWe must, therefore, last end be like his!"
". THE ADDRESS AND CHARGE oF DAviD,
But, descending from these sublime aged well enough if it were not for priesthouse. (8) God says to the believer, illustrating his question by reference to a take exceptions to the claims of natural,
2. * Then David the king stood up and
“You
shall
be
saved forever,"—but fortress, claims that the central position scientists who wish to make our belief mn hights, let us have a word or {wo about craft and superstition.
The irreligious
upon his feet and said.™ (1) Picture an means, if thou continue in the faith,” | Of the Christian faith, as all believing the
spiritual world depend upon the re- “Coty.” This has now become the san- philosophy of to-day is of a different opin©ld man with the infirmities of age. thick otherwise “ thou : shalt be cut off.” theologians have Tong agreed, is the results of microscopic or telescopic re. itarfam of the Madras Presidency. The ion; it troubles itself very little about
upon him, rising in regal robes to address
Hence the admonition,
*‘ be not high- demption and atonement accomplished by searches, or to make the present order of first English settlement was made here worship, but denounces the universe, so
his’ courtiers. (2) ‘ Hear me, my breth- minded, but fear.”
Jesus Christ.
Connecéted with this is things the criterion of the process of erea- in 1820. For a long time, its growth far as we know it, as a botch work; can
on
Ten, and hy people.” The king, since he
man’s
was not rapid, but since the R. R. has not quite make up its mind whether the
fallen
condition
in ecnsequence of tion..
8—10. David therefore exhorts, first of
’
:
+ left his flock for the throne of Israel, has
been extended to Mettapollim, at the author of it is malignant, or only stupid
all, the nobles and chiefs themselves to sin, God's design to save men ‘through
The Bible and Nature can not contradict
put on the powers of an oriental monfaith in Christ, the work of the Holy each other
foot of the hills, it has risen in impor or incapable, and shakes its head signififidelity
to
God,
then
addresses
Solomon
;
but
‘in
some
things
we have tance,
--arch, but has not forgotten the rights of
Spirit, and the perfection of our salvation
and now numbers about 1200 Euro- cantly at hearing a bint that we have
his spbjects, the constitutional limits of thus, ** And thou, Solomén my son, know in the resurrection, the last judgment,and to wait. for further knowledge. And there pean “residents, to which is
to be added anything belonging to us whigh is. not
have always been distinguished scientists,
thou
the
God
of
thy
father,
smd
serve
him
Deut. 17: 20.
the Jewish government.
eternal life. The wall and moat which such as
a large influx of visitors, in the season, ‘material, It examines. the
with
a
perfect
beart
and
with
a
willing
pr
3 by
Kepler,
Hugh
Miller,
and
Cuvier,
He was one of the nation, one of the peosurround this central position is the doc- who
had taken this ground. We may who come either for health or pleasure which this and other worlds were pat tomind.”
The
knowledge
of
God
here
enple, only in a position higher than they,
trine that the Scriptures ave a revelation also
point out the uncertainty connected | ‘or both. At the present time, the Duke gether, and by which a human race has
joined was that which results from seeking |
but that did not-make him nor kinship
his
from God; while the other doctrines of with scientific speculatio
ns; for instance, fof Buckingham, Governor of Madras, been arrived at; but it leaves us entirely
higher.
(3) ¢ [had in my heart to build and proving him. David would have. his Christianity may be regarded as the outer
the volcanic and Neptunian theories in and suite are here to remain for several in the dark as to our business here, and
4 house of rest for the ark of the covenant son not merely famous, and unsurpassed works of the fortress, And'following up
hence
every hotel, ‘boarding as to how we may make’ the best of the
geology,
and the discrepancies of mil- -months,
of the Lord, and for the footstool of our in splendor,but great in character. (2)The his illustration, Dr. C. says that our cenlions of years in the estimates as to the house and most private residences are very wretched estate which they have
way
to
serve
God
here
marked
out
for
- God, and had made ready for the buildfound buman life to be. Of all the unbeSolomon can not be improved. All of us tral position is assailed by philosophy, the time occupied in the formation of the dif- suid to be full to overflowing.
ing.” By “house of rest” he meant a stawalls by historical criticism, and the out- ferent
lief
that has been preached to the world,
It
is
said
that
different
locations
strata.
on
Scientific men are now
tionary as opposed to the movable, a per- should serve God, ‘“ with a perfect heart,” works by modern nalural science.
giving up the idea that the stone, bronze, these hills has each its different climate. very little has come up to this of the end
that
is,
faithfully
and
sincerely.
'
For
that
manent as opposed to the temporary struet-.
In taking our stand against unchristian and iron ages were successive epochs, Conoor, 12 miles distant by the road, bat of the nineteenth century in its cruelly
- wre in which the home of the ark had we need the © willing mind.” Love
philosop
hy, we should demonstrate the and admit that the lake dwellings are not
bably not half that in a right line, desolating tendency.
for
God
yields
fidelity.
No other plant
been. The first tabernacle was at Gibeon,
can bear its twelve manner of fruits every harmony and symmetrical beauty of the older.than historical times. In opposition bas a climate some 10 degrees warmer
probably far gone with the decay of age.
Christian doctrinal system as suited to the to. Darwin, the Bible doctrine that God than this throaghout the year. Parties
The building of this edifice would help season. (3) David adds, * for the Lord
I
deepest
needs of men. With reference to created man agrees with our wifole moral Coming here from the plains, often researcheth
all hearts, and understandeth
perpetuate the worship of Jehovah, and, if
miracles, we may show that if God be and religious self-consciousness: while main therea few days in order to avoid
all
The
only
true
ground
to take is for
the
=
imaginations
of
the
thoughts,”
-beilt at Jerusalem, would make ever after
a free, personal, omnipresent Being, then those who contend that mankind sprung a too sudden change. In Madras the Christian parents to do as much in prayer
This
is
a
reason
for
having
in
his
service
hat place the capital of the nation. It:
a perfect heart. . (4) “If thou seek him, the approach to every point of creation from more than a single pair, should re- mercury stood at 95 degrees in the shade. and consecration as if God were to do
~aweuld also bring glory to Jerusalem, and
must be always open to him, and this ne- member that the question of the origin of Here it varies but little from 65 degrees the whole for their offspring; and then
80 help consolidate the government. “For he will be found of thee,” words true to- cessitate
s the possibility of miracles. We the human race is a matter of history, and daring the 24 hours. As we came to do as much in special patient training,
day,
and
true
to
all.
We
shall
find
the
ihe footstpol of our God "—that is, the
Lord if we seek him. (5)* But if thon for may then attack the ' weak points of our that this science, as’applied to'languages through at once, we’ felt the change se- and loving and earnest persuasion, as if
ark; so called because Jehovah was supsake him, he will cast thee off forever.” opponents by showing that Atheism, Ma- and religions, is pointing with increasing verely at first. In addition to thick wool- God were lo do nothing, and they were
posed to have his abode above, between
Pity itis that
so wise an admonition, in terialism, Pantheism, Deism and Ration- probability to one original tribe.
; en garments,we felt the need of shawls left to do the whole; and then there will
the statues that overshadowed it with their
alism,
are
all
scientific
“With
ally
untenabl
reference
e.
such
to
the growing social and overcoat, aud a fire to sit by as assuredly be hope.—Cong.
impressive circumstances, made no
:
~ awings. David had collected the necessaAnd we may inquire what are the positive power in the life of our day, Dr. C. says well. My own health has improved not
permanent
impressions.
The best of
IL
:
- sy material for the temple.
truth often ‘fails to stick.
Hearts have and solid results of their speculations, we have a double method of defense. a little since coming here. Dull, heavy
3. “But God said unto me, Thou
As
the
sentinel,
when
he‘sees
the
eneheadaches, nervousness, want of appe-~shalt not build a house for my name, great powers of imperviousness to good. and show that no fundamental question is We may point out the miserable coiisetite
and digestion have all disuppeared, mies approaching, does not attempt to assolved
by
them,
and
that
quences
these
various
of
infidelity
(6)
God
as
puts
shown
every
d@stiny
in
history,
into the hands
«because thou hast been a man of war,
systems degrade both God and man, We compared with the wholesome effects of while strengthgand vigor have accord- sail them himself, but at once gives the
. and hast shed blood.” (1) The house of the moral agent. ' That miakesit both
alarm to the commander that he may reto be a moral being. have an inexorable dilemma before us, healthy Christian faith. ‘We may show ingly increased. Mrs. Phillips, however, pel their attack, so the Christian does not
of vest for the ark was to be a tem- noble and fearful
either to receive him who says, “I am the that infidelity has not the moral power to has not fared as well. The change was attempt
ple for God, the place where is hon- Solemon, heirof golden promises,” was
in his own strength to fight temptoo great for her state of health. Hence,
«or should rest. The thought of David's no more free from. the common’ duty of way, the truth, and the life,” or, rejecting #ustain men in danger, and in the pros- she continues
tation, but finds his safety in perceiving
a good déal *‘ under the
him, to choose our portion with those pect of death; and that its practical re.
‘heart was the glory of his God. The pro- man to choose or reject for himself the
wehther,” although gradually improving its approach, and seeking by prayer for
other
spirits,
the
most
honest
of
whom
snapping
the
aud
Communis
is
sult
law
m,
of
‘God
than
are
we. Hence, David
hibition was designed to show 'in a new
on the whole. We hope so farto renew divine help to overcome it.—Mason.
+ light the character of God. Love is his says to him, * Take heed now ; for the must needs declare, “Iam the way, the asunder of all the bonds of society. The
m.
*™
other, and the more excellent means of de- our youth, as to be able to resume and
~mame:” tenderness and long-suffering Lord hath chosen thee to build a house truth, and—Death!”
A generous man draws to himgelf outprosecute
our
chosen
sphere
of labor for
In defending the faith against destruc- fense, ig the actual proof of the Christian
** even as a father pitieth his children ” for the sanctuary ; be ‘strong, and do it.”
ward reverence, love and honor; he lives
«are the pure attributes of God. War he The *“ sanctuary ” was the ark. By care- tive historical criticism, Dr. C. says we truth by means of a Christian life. This a good number of years to come.
in
the warm atmosphere of love. A soul
J. PHILLIPS,
fulness to heed the precepts of God, and should avoid placing upnecessary difficul- is the most effective weapon. Let us
‘hates;

and whom he was_ addressing. . Having
been raised fronrthe.careof sheep to be

bloodshed

is in his sight mopn-

by courage the temple could be built.

strous. (2) Between the house of God
and the man who gives the house’ as a
. frée-will offering to God, between the
gemple, glorious above all buildings as the

The undertaking was vast, involving an
immense
consumption
of labor and

symbol of God’s home, and the character
-of him whose name, as its builder, will

Hence the appeal, “Be strong and do it.”

«ever be associated with it, there should be
some

agreement,

money.

Many times ere it was finished

Solomon might grow weary of the work,
The

the

building of a temple of God

soul

isa work

not done

within

without ex-

0

INFIDELITY,

ties in our way, by adopting an

ated theory of fuspiration.

He

exagger-

says that

we have not even an inspired declaration
of the books which compose the Canon of
Scripture, And yet there is a striking
differenge between the canonical and the
apocryphal writings, that the Canon shows
itself to be a unique and compact whole.

"|

hindered

avoid

many

from

believing;

munion

between

us remember
of prayer,

world

about
a more
the

living

churches,

the importance

that we may go

more imbued with

ing up to what is higher than itself, is so

let us

denominational jealousies; let us

seek to bring

capable of self-forgetting reverence, look-

Cptacamund, April 28, 1876.

remove the stumbling blocks which have
com-

and let

and value

forth into the

the spirit of

ennobled and lifted up that it comes into

MIDNAPORE LIFE.
©
IN THE ZENANAS,
April 18th. Our first house to-day wit
the assistant magistrate's, a mile from
home. The exact way into this house,

compatibility, moral pense nor
that is into the zenana partof it, is first
without perseverance, ¢¢ Lét And we should draw our chief argument, Christ. The Christian is the world’s Bi(3) The character of us not be weary
in well doing.” Let for the. inspiration and authority of the ble, ‘and’ the only one it reads. Let us through a gate in the wall, then across a
David was military ; that of Solomon pa- David give
be careful that men read in it true Chiis- little corney, of an open court-yard, into a
this charge to

~ worrespondence.

~=-gific. The father was a general, the son
a civil ruler; Hence, God commits to SolAI omen thebuilding of his house. As Henry’

says, David + must serve (he public with

sword, aiother
must do. jt with line

o
4 5. «Bowbal
CCT
re a he LordTe God poy of Iara

——

Scriptures from their inner spirit. + Al-"

chosen thee to build a house for the sanc-

form a compact organism, unfolding, step
by step, the divine plan of salvation for

“Take

contemplates . so

heed now; for the Lord

hath

tuary ; be strong and do it.”

To sustain a Sunday school miseionary

though there are so many different authors, writing at such long intervals, they
men ; and there is in them a wondrous
all-sufficiency for every need, every age,

and every stageof knowledge. At the
in Missouri $1,500 were pledged at thé same lime, altention should
be drawn to
late state conventions: They estimate ‘that

tian life and

character.

The world is

beginning to be divided into the two great

camps of the unbelieving and the faithfal.

But if Ohristians

for God, the victory
ng.

unite in holy zeal

ean not be want-

i

T

little covered entry, up

a hard

flight of

winding stairs, with another entry, through

a long balcony, into a large, nice room.
Here was the lady and Lier married daughter, the daughter ten years old. They

were both glad to see‘us. ' The mother is
knitting a pair of stockings for her young-

est

and eats and drinks with angels and archangels. We must have heaven in the
soul, and then we

shall

sit in heavenly

places. —J. F. Clarke.
;
d
Iv.
Do you rebel against regularity in veligious habits and make every day fresh
excuses for the neglect of deyotiou? Are
you fretful under the routine service of
life, and discontented that you have not
an easy time? These.are
the symptoms

of Sloth,— Bishop H, C, Lay.

Vv.
To meet a Christian in ordinary courte-

child, She has learned very quickly, | %» aud not in unity of heart,
promises in the Bible
is a
king over Terael forever; for
the regenerating ‘influences of the Bible Would remain a sealéd promise if the key ‘and she seems so bearty and earnest that | 30 Unspiritual walk with God,
at least 500,000 childs
' their state are | {, (he cases of individu
it is a great pleasure to'teach her. In the
als, and of entire of sorrowor trial, or temptation were meanti
ler; and ‘still ous of the Sunday schof en
i
me, Nerodar, the girl, was reading.
4 Led forth | 2h Ps free grace,
ool
s.
Jf not. sent to open the stores, and send
inations.
150 of my
She also had a lesson in arithmetic. Her
warm Lo ove's

Aud ofall my sons (for the Lord hath
.

every one,
holy a work:

who

communion with what is great and noble,

.-giwen
me many sons), he hath chosen

Many

blessed

heirt such words as, ** Be
He says thatwe must; defend Scripture
'W. J. Whidby was re-élécted president | from its
central point, Christ; and. we of good cheer: it Is 1, be not afraid.”
of the Georgia State Sunday school Convention, at its recent

annual meeting.

. «Solomon my son to sit upon the throne of This is a clear case of third-termism.

must notbe too timid in admitting (hat
there may be, here and there, later additions, interpolations, and chronological

The

divine

Ld

faculty

everybody may look at,

is

to see what

mother paid: great attention to all’ that
was read and recited. | After the lessons,
a little was read und explained in the
New Testament, and we left for the next

house,

that

of the subordinate judge,

SESE.

sign of

yermore,
ace David had in view,
sang, and we sing too,”

Twas

Of this the

|

rie
vir,
AlL that {8 true comes from God; what
is not true from the creature.
”

r

a

the

But

He said, * I'could wish myself

the Inhabitants of the country.

that you
heaven.”

+ Well,” said the disciple, *¢ whatever is
Somebody lies with a tress of hair
's will, pleases me.” '
l
Light on his heart where the death shadows B
The next night the old master saw the
are,
Somebody waits jop hers
glory of God, and Jesus standing in his
hand, and on the

* Only a woman—nevermore poor—

The motive for our zctions should be in
accordance with the petition in the Lord's
Prayer, ** Thy will be done on earth

and self-admiration with you.

up,

his looking-glass with him into the temple.
;
When you hear a sermon on some sin,

and from

:

irrors in those days were not made of

now, but were pieces of metal brought

are

to

a very high polish. You see children
look at their faces in spoons; the silver
of the
ns when carefully attended to
by a tidy
servant, will become as polished
as a looking-glass. So the melal of the
mirrors uted _1y bo dstuelilioh. Nomen

is

it that thou

seekest?P”

which thou

seest

among

before

my

feet, for those of thy father, and of mine.

lex

that from the pomp and great-

ness which distingnished

thy father when

have descended to the regions of the
dead, should our descendants desire to
know the remains of their sire, they will
doubtless find that their search has bee
equally in vain,”—Selecled,

HIGHWAYS AND HEDGES:

. “I can’ give lols ofmoney, and [ can’t
sew cloaks and gowas for poor children,
on some infirmity or other, you think, because I'm not rich enough
or big
Ah! this applies admirably to So-and-so, enough, mamma.
But I'll tell you what
but not to me.
I would never be guiltyY|I can do; I cau_‘hizhway and hedge’
of the things So-and-so has committed. em!” said a brighlittle girl on her reHow uncomfortable he must feel when he tarn from a child’s sermon.
hears this sermon.
That person. has
“What is that, my dear?” asked her

thus

as they

~

twice in the week, I give tithes of all that
I possess.”
The Pharisee had carried |

these mirrors made the great brass font

' glass silvered with mercury

What

those skulls

terers, or even as this publican; I fast

gin you will read that they *‘ assembled
by troops "—Moses
00k from them their
purification.

rever

The clown replied, “I am seeking

“ God, I thank. thee that I am not as
other men are, extortioners, unjust, adul-

* thronged the door in crowds—in the mar-

for

and

brought

his

looking-glass

into

chuich|

“with him instead of leaving it outside.
Now we are entering on a holy season.
We stand, as it were, at the door of Lent ;

let us leave

our looking-glasses outside.

us pul away our self-seeking, our in-

cessant thoughts
deed,

for

of self.

It is time,

self-examination,

but

in-

mother.

/

“Why, it's coaxing poor children and
naughty children into Sunday school. I
can't splain it to you,but I know how,for

the superintendent told us.
ing to doit!”

Aud I'm

go-

Bb
+o

not

MR. MOODY'S THEOLOGY.
with the looking-glass. It is a time for
our
wr
os Oa leavi
pt, the He: | weighing our conduct, estimating
Yet young men to-day refuse to accept
rew women no donbt brought with them | thoughts and measuring our words; for salvation because they can’t reacon it
mirrors such as were commonly used by penitence, vot for self-admiration. I feel out, It’s no use trying to reason it out.
the Egyptians. Many specimens of these convinced that if you would take a piece It's God's
way.
's ways are..not
paper, and make a stroke on -it with a our ways. If he is
anclent articles of the toilet have been pre- of
oing to save
pencil
whenever
you
used
the
pronouns
7
served among the {ombs of Egypt to this
the world, he will doit fn his own way,
and
me,
you
would
be
amazed
at
the
end
day. They are made of a mixed metal,
and he has decreed that the way shall
chiefly Soper, and are susceptible of a of the day to find out’how much self has Le by one man hanging ona cross beluster w
has been even partially re- been before your thoughts.
tween two thieyes. He doesn’t conform
There.is no quality 80 beautiful as un- his plus to our puny ideas.
vived at the present day, in some of those
discovered at Thebes, though buried in selfishness, and there is. none so detestany
|
to
the church.
The
the earth for many centuries. The mir- ble as selfishness, and that even. in the es- church
‘can’t give salvation. ft is onmation
of
men.
How
much
more
so
in
ror itself is nearly round, inserted into a
ly sthe pole
on which the Son of Man
Ser- is lifted, and, it only fulfills its ‘duty when
handle of wood, stone or metal, like a the sight of God.—~From the ** Village
Baring it uplifts the Saviour to a perishing
Japanese fan, and the handle is carved fons Jor a Year” by the Rev. S.
oul,
and ornamented.
world. The -people of Israel would not
.,
Bb
1 suspect thereis some lesson to be
have been saved ‘if they had only looked!
"ror
ledrned from the act of Moses confiscating
at the pole, and so we mustn't depend
POLITIOS IN THE PULPIT.
these mirrors of the women who crowdaltogether on™ the church. 'Ochers look
ed to the door of the tabernacle. What
From the report of oneof Dr.Taylor's lect- to the ministers, but they can't save the
are mirrdrs used for? For persons to ures before Yale Seminary, published in | POP. le any more than
Moses could save
look at the retlection of their own faces in
the Israelites. ‘ All he could do was to
them. A womans mirror was hung to the Advance, we clip the following :
raise this brazen serpent where all could
she ecar-| Ag for
her belt, and was an
politics
in the pulpit:
The Chris-| soe dtr
B
ried about with her. The Hebrew wom- tian is a citized and has civic duties to
en came to the door of the tabernacle discharge. ' Hence, the pulpit should inA WORD TO BUSY WOMEN.
in troops, and Moses made them all hard
sist on the importance of Christians takDo we realize, we busy poopie, how
over to him the mirrors they carried with ing apractical interest in political matters.
them, that he might melt them up, and Such things are too largely left to the un- recklessly we abbreviate cur, hours of
use them outstde the door.
principled. , This is a sore evil for both devotion? How little space we spare to
If the object for which the mirrors are state and church. Christianity has duties God? Hours? Some of us can compress
a week, exmade is self-contemplation, and the mir- at the-ballot-box and in politics as well as into one poor, meager hour
rors are kept outside the tabernacle door at the communion table and in the church. clusive of Sundays and prayer meeting
nights, our time spent in reading the Bi—I suspect the meaning is, that self-con- Thus only can political life be purified.
sideration, thoughts ot self, self-satisfacBut the Jusachet should not use his ble and in prayer. To be blessed, and
tion, are not to be brought into the holy pulpit in the interest of party. Itisa tranquil, and growing spiritually, we
place, which is dedicated to God, to question whether he should even become must commune with the invisible. A
prayer and praise, People do not gener- prominent on either side. Yet in issues few hurried mom:nts in the morning, a
ally sit before their glasses te cousider of moral and religions bearing he may few tired moments in the evening, a
Mark,
how ugly they ave; they spend a long | set forth his position not in the pulpit; but fragmentary dash at Matthew or
time in front of them in disguising defects | on the Dositiea platform. His appearance and a few verses hastily read with the
and enhancing beauties.
Mirrors serve ‘here will be the more effective if it be sense of a duty accomplished, are not
as instruments of vanity; consequently, known that he has excluded partisanship cnough to lift one over the roughness
we may say that another lesson taaght by from God's house.
(There may be ex- and materialities of every SY: They are
aud better than
the action of Moses in this matter is, that ceptional times, as when some great better than no reading,
vanity is to be excluded from the hol
agony or conflict is upon the nation, when no prayer; but to have a living sense of
place. 1f women come to church dresse
the matter ust Fo into the pulpit. But the nearness of God, one must abide in
out in all their = lendor, not in modest inordinary cases it is dangerons). Nor him. We ought to read more of the Bible
and becoming attire, as is meet for them
will this
plan show cowardice. Rather at a time than we do.—Christian in thé
"when approaching the sanctuary of God, the cowardice is in sheltering one's self World.
but if they are arrayed to catch the eye of behind the pulpit; for in the sanctuary
the congregation, then they have brought counter argument and expressions of disTHE HEART, THEN THE LIFE.
their looking-glasses with them inside sent need not be feared. True courage
A great many are hindered from the
the tabernacle, and not lefi them at the will fight the battle where alone a battle
door.
is possible—on the
political platform. religious choice because they do not know
But it is not against the vanity of dress Bat these instances will be few. Gener- the proper order of events. They think
invading the saclay, that I am
going ally speaking, you will serve the nation that there must first come the correction
to speak.
It is of self-seeking, self-con- best by adhering to your spiritual vocation of evil habits and then the choice of
templation, self-satisfaction, brought into and molding the character of the people Christ. That is not the order of grace at
the tabernacle. It is against that misera- on which the country’s prosperity de- all. Itis first acceptance of Christ, and
ble habit which some indalge in of never pends,
then the correction of the life. You say,
being able to take their eyes or thoughts
When I shall get rid of this or that habit; when I can quench my thirst for
off themselves and their own doings.
was

ble of reflecting faces with great

They hold up, as it were, perpetually, a
mirror before them, and their own self,
its perfections, its graces, its troubles, oc-

cupy their whole horizon. ' If they talk, it

is about what

7 think, I wish, I dislike, I

am going to do, I suffer,
There is an old palace at Wurzburg, in
which is ‘a chamber lined with mirrors.

You stand in the middi®

and yoy see

yourself reflected from every wall an fufinite number of times—for each wall reflects the wall opposite, with its reflection
of you, and also the reflection of you from
the opposite side taken by itself; and so
0 he
till you are multiplied into in'g is actually no end to the, 1,
seen.

fe many

people

who

seem to
live perpetually in such a room. Their
perspective is only of self indefinitely repeated, to their infinite gratification. No
other. subject interests them than themselves; every event is estimated as it conderns self. Tlrey can speak, they can
think of gothing else, If they talk, it is
of self. Try wit h them any other subject,

their eyes look dull, their expression‘is
‘one of listlessneéss, the subject raises no
enfotion

in their

breasts,

till’

by

some

chance it is led to affect themselves, then
at once interest is kindled, the face, the
eye

lights up.
YSudh people
Wn!
may

ILLUSTRATIONS.

If you pause in your sérmou and say,
“Now 1 will tell you a story,” I engage
that all who ave” not too fast asleep will

prick up their ears and listen. People like
similes, illustrations and well-told

stories,

and will listen to them when they will attend to nothing else, He is the best speaker, says an Arabian proverb, who can turn
the ear into an eyé.
For my part, I not

only try to tell stories, but I sometimes
put before my people familiar illustrations
which they can see. For instance, I' take
a bunch of keys and shake them. The
whole congregation, when they hear the

keys, look up. Then I say, ‘*Would there

be need of any keys
fect and honest?

if all men were per-

What

does

this

bunch

of keys show? Why, they show that the
heart of man is deceitful above all things,
and desperately wicked.”— Church Bells,
"ror:

SLEEPING BY FAITH.
+ We nead faith to sleep sweetly. Worry
is the parent of restlessness; but he that

parstrong drink ; when I can break this
ticular shackle of sin and temptation, then

I will enter into the life and hope of the
gospel.” You [have mistaken the order
of spiritual events. The first thing for

you to do is to come

to God, and

.

say,

which

is’ advertising.

rotracted sickness

Fimited

and

and

narrow

years some of them

spheres,

have been

For lon

misse

from all the active scenes of life. Their
geats are vacant in the house of God

where they love to resort.

They shall

‘worshipno mora on eaith in the ¢
great
congregation.” ~ But, purified by the dis-

cipline of trial, they shall at length come

** The just live forth as gold and unite with the innuby faith; they work, wait, toil, rest, eat merable company of the redeemed, in ‘‘ no‘of the
and sleep well when they believe firmly. bler worship” in the presence
Pillow the soul on the assurance that the King. To' themselves, and to others,

our good, and. the pillowed head rests in

did.”

One of our celebrated singers uses

might give scores of remarks

they seem to be living in vain,
weeks may - pass, ‘and

Days and

not a human

face

little houseare buried.

‘¢

in January:

da

hi
28
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The Racred Melody
.
is a small book of 226 hymns and seve
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings. 35~
cents;

4.60

ir

The Choralist
is a larger book of hymns and tunes
the Sacred Melody. 50 cts ;. postage, 11 cts.

worship or congregational singing.

Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions of doctrinal theolegy, and. the author's views
are those generally accepted.by the denominatiom.$1.60 postage, 24 cents.
Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof.J. J. Butler, com—
tains two volumes, one om the Gospels, and the

other on Acts, Romans and4orinthians, It is am
excellent help for Sabbath sthoels and family .
reading.

history.

so, we

in church-building.

75 cents;

The Minutes

and

our

-

general

It 18 published by sw-

postage,

18 cents.

of the Free Baptiste

of the General

- are published in pamphlet

-

Conference

form at the close

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sescions, Sl
postage, 18/cents.
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Works of Jesus,

“
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OF HONOR i»

Close
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»
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T. Day.

than One Thousand

(sent free).
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and Circulars, with full Jans
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ans sold for cash ; or
for monthly or quarterly
EASY PAYMENTS. Org
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Commmwwion

argumeut,

a historical statement,

and’

doctrinal basis,church.
pel

Doctrinal,
|

or Scripture quotations
doctrines,

in proofof importa: =

Our Fhith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de
sirable church covenant.
Printing Establishment
:
is & brief Mistorical ‘statement, &o. Bwbiish-

ed by orderof the Gemeral Conference; and for
gratuitous distribution.

4

The above named books are sold by the dowam,.
ry:

Ne

Where Advertising Contracts can ve made,

*

Guide to the Saviour,
is a little book intended to assist mquivess
in the way of salvatlon, 26cts; postage. b cts.
Tracts
were not stereotyped till withim the last few:
years, and we can’ furnish only the followings
ots, per dozen ; 50 ots. per hundred,
Denominational,

=

0 an

am

ots.

on having a Mason & Hamlin,
Do not
take any other. Dealers get LARGER COMMISSIONS fur selling inferior organs, and for this
reason qfign try very hard to sell something else,

with most important improveNew
ments ever made,

or Open

and

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an exces
lent book for all who would ‘search the Scwiptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study $1.00; postage, 38

|

YL

$1.50 and $1.80; pess:

Lectures

with opinions of more

W

Communion,

clergyman,

Declared bj Eminent Musicians, in both
hemispheres, to be unrivaled.
See
CIROULAR,

Price

the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptist

awarded ‘highest premiums at Indus.
trial Expositions, in America as well as

'RSTIMONIAL

,

of George

is an experience
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The Church Member's Book
is alvaluable little work, and every Christians
wonld be benefited by readingit, 25 cts; postage.
5 cts.
Thoughts upon Thought .
is a reprint of 130 pages frosy au English
edition, and
iders the
responsibility of maa.
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, 5 ets.

ifjudged

shall benefit

the subscriber more than any other perpower with son. And we may comniend it with conupon those
\ fidence to all, as a paper thay is liberal

denomination,

give the rise ana progress ef this body ef"
Christians in New York, till the time of their um-ion withthe Freewill Baptists. $1.00.

critically,

and induce every Freewill Baptist to take
In doing

the

The Memorials

cents;

opening of the semi-centennial volume,
the Star,

by

thority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pestage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptiste
covers the first half century of ourexistemce,.
from 1780 to 1830, It describes with considerabls
| detail, the early events of our denominatiomal

H"

a

us all, make one grand rally at the

$1.00 ; postage,22 cents.

contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Sev

per wherever it is not taken.
Let

Price $1.80

per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more +
are taken. Postage, 16 cents.

Vr Od

tending thé circulation of the Morning
Star? It is a helper that dan not well be
dispensed with,and we appeal to you, servants of the Master, to introduce the pa-

tham-

The Book of Worship
:
only a few copies left. All gilt edge; $1.06.Postage, 20 cents.
A,
The Tribute of Praise
is a Hymn and Tune book, prepared for ma
one denomination, and is well adapted to socials

mons and Lectures,
age20cts,
+

_ Etagere and other Cases of n

Will not pastors, and all interested in
Christian work, exert themselves in ex-
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postage, 4 cents.
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4.75
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Book, extem~-

16 cents each. Small, Morocco,85 cts; postage,
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?
:

Burr,
Jackson,

4.50
5.70

4.60
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The Biographies of
DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
$1.00,
post,19 cents

5.75

pnivssernnnes

demominational
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England Far«

LORATrY??iest

2B cents.

Lessons for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,0¢
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STORY of Jesus,
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other
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Sabbath School Question Books:
are for adults and children.

Magazine,

Bible

+

sively used, printed on both white and tinued
paper. Largebook, in Bheep, $1.00; Moroeco, $1.05
» Morocco Gilt, 1,50; Turkey Gilt, 2.00. Postage,

usages

‘and

‘“Smith’s

30 cents.

‘contains a brief statement of the dectrinem

Outof hundreds there have not been six in
urope.
all where any other ‘organs have been preferred,

‘and

-

isters &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 &.dozen; §7a hundred, Postage, 2.ceats per copy.
The Psalmody

held

LWA
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-

of our benevolent societies, an account of owe
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased mim~

ew

..... Cestassassnsare «

.

The Treatise

ull Li in Europe, or which present such extraordinary excellence as to command a wide sale there.

“New

sep

ministers and their post-office addresses, officers: -

y

and ¢ Wide Awake’ (the
popular new juvenile maga-

and

sub-

meetings, with their statistics;
the names of ald

Le

Clubs of six or more, ONE-THIRD BEING

¢

-

contains, in addition to the usual Calendar
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar
ranged in their appropriate Quarterly and Yearly

engaged,

and “Arthur's Home MagAZINE? ceoviinninrnsnsscess
and ““Scribner’s Monthly”

-. $4.50
new

The Register

will be

‘“Weekly....

.

of the International Series, for both adults: and children, are printed monthly,at the rate et
100 copiesto one address for $7.50. If the oxderis for lessthan four months at a time, the charge
will
be at the rate of $8.00 per hundred. Pay
ment in advance. Sample copies gent free.
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NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can hive the Star at

or

.

allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free.

in Medicine.
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Offers.

Harper’s

.

dress, each, =

one year, at $4.50, strictly in advance.

Bazar

2

Payment always in advance, and no commission

A DAY at home. Agentswanted. Outfit
$12.5 terms free. TRUE &CO., Augusta
e.
no37-1y.

We offer the following inducements to
our patrons:
Any subscriber .to the Morning Star,
who will furnish the name of a NEW ONE
can ‘have the two copies of the paper for

STAR

.

Packages of ten or more to one ad-

10 PER CENT.

me, *‘I
so long
beats
ail
go on.

$2.00 each, strictly in advance.
We will furnish the Star, with
periodicals, at the following rates:

.

Terms: single copy, each,

Improved Farm First Mortgdge Coupon Bonds
Guaranteed. We loan not to acta Sm ihing of
the value ascertained by personal inspection. In
many years’ business have never Jost adofiar. We
pay
e interest prompts, semi-annually, in New
‘ork. ‘No customer of ours ever waited
a day for
interest, not even during the hardest time that
Kansas is ‘likely ever to see. Her Jrosperity is
now certain: Send for particulars.
Referencesin
every State in the Union.
:
J.B. WATKINS & CO
k
Lawrence, Kansas.
AaCollections thropghout the West a Spot allt

ample and competent.
Liberal

'-

MYRTLE.

LING, not so much under a separate head,
as heretofore, but as a part of the whole
paper, The paper will have more unity,
but every locality, East, West and South,
will he fully represented.
now

-

STAR is for an older class of readers than the; -

continued in charge of Rev. A. H. Hu-

is

inadvance,

4
3.00

«

weeks,
on superior paper, beautifully illustrated.

*¢In pro-

Sold by all Dreggists and Dealers
1y20

After fifty years of efficient service, the
Morning Star now enters upon its second
Half Century with an experience full of
promise, and a purpose full of hope.

assistance

«

Both papers
are of the same size, but the Lirwis

19; often renews the
growth, and always
QO" surely restores its col-

The Morning Star.

Editorial

«

Postage is paid by the publisher.

AYER'S HAIR VIGOR, by long and extensive use, has proven
* that it stops the falling

yours,
CROOKS.

DEPARTMENT

;
=

soribers, each

of the hair immediate-

ing three bottles was completely cured.

The WESTERN

The publication
offices are Boston and’

Clubs of six or more, one-third

70 ITS NAFURAL VITALITY AND COLUR,

your preparations. A colored woman
was using your Discovery, and after tak-

1 am, most respectfully,
ATHA B.

$I

One old and one new subscriber,

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

said about

She, being in the store, said to
don’t want no doctors round me
as I can get the Discovery; it
your doctors.” And so I might

niet”

Special offers, strietly in advan:
with no commission paid:
:

Ayer's Hair Vigor,

and

it for strengthening her voice, and says
‘there is nothing equals it;” and so 1

mer,”

suffering, and in

the first Sabbath

its

their virtues’ can never be impaired b
age. - They are also made from fres
Lerbs and roots, gathered in their appropriate season, when they are flush with
medicinal properties. In support of these
claims, the following testimony is offered:
R. V. PIERCE, M. D.
‘NEWARK, N. J.
Dear Sir:—I1 have sold a: great - deal of
your excellent remedies, and I prefer te
sell them before others, because they give
ood satisfaction to those who use them.
hear such remarks as ‘ Sage’s Remedy
completely cured me; it is ‘a splendid |
thing ;” or, ‘Pierce's Discovery is just
what I wanted ; I feel better than I ever

+ ¢¢

believeth enters into rest.

Lord cares for us, and works all things for

Again, they are of uniform strength,

VE

very N. Hu
Termsperyear

due weight. A due regard to this may
or, when faded or gray.
save a vast amount of experimenting and
1t stimulates the nutria useless outlay of money.
As presump- | |
A "tive organs to healthy
tive evidence in favor of Dr. Pierce's
4
N
S
YM
activity, and preserves
Family Medicines, the proprietor desires
2 Thus brashy, weak
4to say, that they are prepared by a new both th hair and ite beauty.
sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable and
and scientfiic process by which the virtues orstrengthened
; lost hair regrows with lively exof the crude plants and roots are extracted 1 pression; falling hair is checked and stablished;
without the use of a particle of alcohol. thin hair thickens ; and faded or gray hair resumes
.Not a particle of this destroyer of our race its original color. Its operation is sure and
enters into the composition of either his harmless. It cures dandruff, heals all humors,
Golden Medical Discovery or Favorite and keeps the scalp cool, clean and soft—under
Prescription.
This consideration alone which conditions, diseases of the scalp are imought certainly 10 rank them high above possible.
.
PREPARED BY
the vile compounds saturated with alcoDr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
hol, Jamaica rum, sour beer, or vinegar,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
which are everywhere offered for sale.

¢

‘They are hidden from men, but not
from God. He beholds them in the humble abodes of poverty, in chambers of

allowed

rund

The Morning
Star.
:
3
is a large religions paper.of eight pages, in Ke»
fifty- first volume. It is able, literary and pve

interests, to upbold our

be stronger preshmptive evidence in favor
of one remedy than there is in favor of
be.

pe

80,
but all communications, save for the:
‘estern Department,
should be addressed
to Do

rent interest among all denominations.
Said a pastor to his comgregation, on

such a case, perhaps the only absolute

another, and this. should

jr

SH A

latest news from all the churches, and The Little Star and Myrtle
are Babbath School papers, printed altermaisnalso to include whatever may: be of cur- |

brought to public notice by the same in-

strumentality,

BE

PUBLICATIONS..
3

faith without being dogmatic, to give the

where #11 are free, the good--the truly
valuable—must come into competition
with the vile and worthless, and must be

my life, and delivering myself from evil
habits. Do thou the work.” That is the
order of events.—Christian at Work.

‘* GOD'S HIDDEN ONES.”

‘

viding yourselves and your families with
one are as ‘wonderfulas those claimed to reading matter for the year, let me adhave been by another, In his perplexity vise you
to take the Morning Star.” And
and 4
, the sufferer is sometimes led
we
rejoice
to know that many pastors are
to reject all, Bat
it should be borne in
mind that this condition of things is one successfully urging the Star upon the atthat can not be remedied.
In a land tention of their people.

¢

competent to do the work of correeting

comfort. Refreshing sleep prolongs life ; may they see outside of their
folk, by any means:
the Hida ‘thus profits by ‘the spiritual. hold, Though nat dead, they
pitabl e, ‘charitable, religious; aud yet | Many believe that Christ will save at last, But by prayer they still have
they willbe very far from the kingdom but doubt his care (in little things; they Grod, and call down blessings
of ‘God, ‘for the simple reason: that the trust him for the greater, but, disteust in who know them not.
not be a bad sort of

They may be hos-

pion of all our

Ee
&

J

gressive.

will aim to be the fair and impartial cham-

forth its virtues and specific action. gt
cures claimedto have been wrought by

I find myself in-

““ Lord Jesus, take me.

during the session of Con-

As the denominational organ, the Sur

Vizier of this kingdom, I should ‘proof that a remedy is what it claims to
is so odious, it is he was have
discovered his skull from those be, is to try it. The ¢ test of a pudding
especially so in the house of God. The easily
base and common mortals, but in this is the eating of it.” ‘‘Prove all things,
looking-2lasses should be left outside. of
[ haye been disappointed; I find all are hold fast that which is good,” is the aposWhen you come to church, try not to equal here; and when thou and I shall tolic injunction. There may, however,
bring self-seeking, and .self-sufficiency,

the brazen laver.
And the brazen laver
was made, we are told, of the lookingasses of the women who crowded to the

they

fear.

as it

is.in beaven,”
Now if selfishness

Moses made the tabernacle in the wil
derness according to the
pattern shown
him in the mount, with the
ark of the
mercy-seat, the table of the shew-bread,
the altar of incense, and the golden candlestick with its seven lamps. These all
went inside the tabernacle. You bad to
lift the rich curtains to enter in and see
them. * Outside was a court, and in this
court were the altar of burnt offering and

them

fear

ous however to learn the reason of the
man's conduct; concealed his anger and
thus accosted him: “Friend,” said he,*1

the | 5%

ly agreed with the will of God.

FORGETFULNESS OF BELT.

mirrors, and melted

crown was written

name of the disciple whose will so perfect-

church door.
-Selected.

As

the object of

Washington

ing for, and looking for. Though 'hid- gress, and in Philadelphia next samme
den from the busy world, and even from to picture the great Centennial Exhibiher brethren and sistersof the church, tion.
¥

gather by your silent and unmoved air,
‘that some
important search is occupying
attention, and has rendered youn inmajesty, holding a dazzling crown in his your
nsible of our approach; speak without

the gates for her,
delight for despair.

‘of the tabernacle.

m

infirmities, said that she was not ‘surprised. It was just what she had beén pray-

road Way,

i

oor

good |

i

Warner Bro's., 763

them.

judgment-seat of
Christ, and
were cast out forever from

. Strong for her sake, who was mother or wife.

Dead in the snow, at the bronze
:

j

state whether

her,

:

w!

an

WHAT SHALL 1 TAKE?

;
kissed her,
Somebody
+"
Somebody crowned her with Jiulsey
)
Somebady faced up the battles of life,

progressive, alive to ‘every

and
work.

No lady

door.

Only a woman! In the older days
Hope caroled to her happiest lays;

Opening
Giving

Several years ago a small church strug| gling for existence in the midst of pres

she was not hidden from ‘God. He
accursed, or separaled from Christ, for he went a proud guard ‘of’
$ march- hearkened and beard her fervent prayers ;
my brethren, my Kinsmen accordingto ed before his car, and whliged ‘all
who ‘and in answer, souls were. converted to
the flesh.” - That is, if he’ conld’ only be
sure that the Jews would embrace the were within sight to kneel down and do Christ.— Christian, Treasury.
, One day as he passed along
gospel, and draw to the love and worship him ho
usual pomp to atiend the council,
of Jesus Christ, cheerfully would he
pass inhis hisequipage
happened to approach near
|
'| eternity in the outer darkness, Amey dy to a burying-ground,
where the Vizier es‘This is often §oaetions
on with the
the light of Christ's presence.
:
ied a peasant working with bis spade,as invalid, He finds
the market flooded with
. The story is told of an Egyptian hermit
under proprietary medicines, scores of
which
that he had a young disciple. One day ft he were seeking for something
the young mau found hisold master weep-' the ground. The mam allowed the pag- are recommended as certain cures for his
to pase, and did not so much as torn pecnliar aliment. He reads the
papers,
ing. bitterly, ‘ Why do
you ery, my eant
himself
round to look at the Vizier or his Sroptare, a
aes, and
each
father?” * Alas! my son, I dreamed last attendants.
This bold and unex
sustain
y
plausible
arguments . sett
night that I saw you stand before the affront astonished
the Vizier; who, curi-

r

pa

r=

Price in Tou
ts Wan!
at 25 cents less

St. Paul!

Under oid aces their haughty hearts beat,
Mocking the woes oftheir kin in the street,

mis

keeper in the

a
’

3

»

her

Mumbling a prayer for her,
but a stone.
Giving not bread

Somebody

The. Lord is our

that should be a motive secon
to love
‘here was onceia Vizier whose haughtiof God, and desire to advance his glory.
‘had
made
How wonderful was the unselfishness of ig 20d oppressive

throne.
Telly cold ow un 1we-cold for
ber,
Wht do they care

~

}

our souls, and to labor for

& womun—w iting alone.

Only

chafe;

Ta

3

t

forsal

woman,
door.
Siking an almsat the bronze church
.
to the organ! roll upon roll soul!
Tite ih of its music go over the

church
Swingeth wide open the bronze

0

A

Self-

Lips that were Bever Peta y :

Thicker and faster;
toll.
. Thagreat bell ceases its for
the
Fain would she enter, but not

PT RN

Corse

ONLY A WOMAN,

past

—

REN

little, ote laud ls ou) hehe affairs | vailing
errors i fin was sudreligious lie. What 15 the Sn
0V- of the shop; farm, office, kitchen, nursery, denly visited with
a reclous revival, in | We shall aim to have correspondence
erning even many earnest
people?
y parlor, temporal
and spiritual, individual which a yi ly number
added unto
do they pray, labor at works of charity, and social, and invites us to cast all our the. Lord,” The membersof ‘the church fresh and timely. This will include letstrive to do
? ' If you come to exam- cares on him ; and, when we do it, ‘‘he were taken by surprise. It was not what ters’ from the principal centers in this
ine closely
motives, you will find
veth his beloved sleep,” and that enables they were expecting, But an aged country, and from foreign lands. We
that ii. is eagerness for their own souls.
*‘ mother of Israel,” who for years had
iem to work and prosper.
A good thing it is for us to be careful for
been confined to her retired
| by ber shall have a special correspondent in.
A de ob org
isnn

ly a woman, shriveled and old, of the cold!
- The.
The pe of the wind and the prey
eeks that are shrunken,
ul:
- Eyes that are sunken,

Silks rustle

di

BR. JUNE 2;

ue ——

‘motive of every act is not a sense of duty, small concerns, and hence worry and

Selections. |

1

we

la

A.

—
o

MORNIN

HE

A

at 20 per cent, discount, for cashwith
or on redeiving ‘the books.
Send your orders to
;

LD. 8]

the ordes.

WART, Dover, N.

Na, 56 Madison. St., Chicago, IIE
\
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Christ; and, in so doing, forget physical
infirmity and run’ away from besetting

we most need to do at present,

sins,

21,1876. ©

petty rivalries and behold the grandeur

of the cross; look abroad as from Pisgah
upon the land to be possessed; look for-

+ ward and see what this land may become

crossed it.

If you want to make

fathers struggled a hundred years ago to
make it free ; and attend to the voice that
comes from God: “The nation that will
not serve me shall utterly perish.”

ise of such a system,

know

across.

Some people stay so near the boundary
line all their lives that they can hear the

lions roar all the while.”
Some people are in spiritual darkness
because they are always sighing for!a
revelation of Christ such as they can not
"The man whom Emerson met, who had get. They are uneasy, saying, If I was
ability, genius, even, and no vices, . lacks 80 and so, differently situated, I should
od this one thing,—*he could not speak have peace; but it is not so. They
in the tone of the people.” The person would not. If men do not rely on Christ
who fails to do that, especially if -hé be a now and here, they would not in heaven.
pablic teacher in any sense, has failed at Those who find fault on the earth would
a vital points One of the real needs in find faultin heaven if the Lord wonld let
» the Christian nrinistry to-day is that it them in. ‘Some say, If I lived in some
be in sympathy with men, that it feel other town, had different neighbors or
their ¢ondidons, and that, whether it be better meetings or more of them or less”
in the pulpiter the vestry, the mansion work to do, or more sermons or more
or the cottage, it be enabled, in appro- prayers, or less gossip and more gospel,
priate . and -congenial speech or by I should enjoy religion better.. But they
whatsoever fitting means, to lead their would not.
Gossip and gospel abound
thought to the unseen and ‘eternal joys. in all places, and the world is just about

The language of love, of sympathy,of real of a piece all over; and if any do not en-

subsequent

history

of the

church

was

:

The meetings of the

ht
Woman's Mission-

ary Society, at one of which &n’ address
was delivered

by

Miss

Julia

suddenly

he

JOY IN CHRIST:

* Luther said,—* Ohce upon a time, the

« devil came to me, and said, ‘ Martin Luther, you are a great ginner, and you

Holy Spirit dwells within you!’ Heaven
stands.open to us in Britain, as well as
in Jerusalem; ‘the kingdom of God

session. This Society is already a power
for good, and is constantly gathering
strength. May God open the way for it
to achieve real success.

But the Clerk will report details of

thi

It seems quite desir-

tell

me

the went

7

away

mourning,

because

he

could not cast me down by calling me a
~.sinner.”
= Saying faith is not ‘only a faith which
brirgs forth good works, but it is prima-

rily a faith which believes in the forgive«+. #esso’ sins ; a faith which takes Christ
5

among those who saw him

ed; but many among

have

Jesus nowi.ere says,

Indulge a hope; ”

Wear
to' e
trust ourselvesto Christ, give
9p the care of our salvation, thd burden

#f sins to him. “¥i8 no part of a Chris:
Aian's business to be- earrying round his

+ #ins; ‘he'is to lay them down at the foot
of the cross and take.up Ohristidn service

idnstead.
Christ.”

*‘ We are to-entertain a hope in
In an
sense the word

“iby Wipe.”
the apostle'ts
truerthé"
that
Go into

‘

“We are’
saved
wobds
“in June,

us who

seen him, believe on hint.

votes, advanced to

Lord

very

is

midst

of us, is the Lord of Truth.”
bd

NEW HAMPSHIRE YEARLY MEETING.
This body held its session with the

the

seventh,

and

was

|

We have thus summarized

ing, to

the

ballot-

give an idea of its progress.

Better
than that, the spirit of the meet-

|’
ings was excellent, and steps were taken
in the line of & ‘real progress. Missionary matters claimed comsiderable attention. Resolutions elsewhere printed show
what the Yearly Meeting

to in this connection.

pledged itself

We want to. say

“that these resolutions mean business. The

committees
appointed , to earry out
,
the provisions of those réferringto State

i lapgest ; those which are kept. back in
r.the-shade are dwarfed. It is essential to

ed by several speakers and

the

Theological

Unfortunately, we arrived on the ground
a little too late to witness the latter exerwere welcomed

——AN

ExaMrLE.

zenanas, with a view* of
number of native helpers.

The example ofHon.

as

we

consider

how

The music furnished was by home
some

societies By being so.

chants.

talent

:

has long

on

Friday evening, and won

praise,

The

accessories

sented the case to our government.

deserved

and ornamenta-

tion of the stage were worthy of the gen-

eral admiration expressed, and the various
parts taken were, in the main, performed

most satisfactorily,
We are more than ever convinced that
the Ladies’ Department of the college is
so administered as to turn out for the
world's ‘work

each year

what

most

It is

high time that the United States shoiild
guard more jealously the citizenship of its
own countrymen. Other powers should
stand in more wholesome dread of laying violent hands om an American.
Perhaps in this we

may

learn

a lesson

from our mother country. This may be
a too severe criticism, but the fear of such
a state of affairs in regard to the security

is

That in view of the indebtedness of

of $2000 within two months to ‘make

the

Board for raising a centennial fund of 100, -

into a

beings. By the exertions of the American consul he was liberated, and has pre

5.

the Foreign Mission Society, and the need

interest in this work is demanded among

men

foul prison with the lowest, dirtiest malefactors, and given food unfit for human

instance, a certain amount per week.

the ministry and laity ofall our churches.
2. That we approve of the plan of our
000 dollars and that we recommend our
ministers and laymen
to co-operate
heartily with our agent in. raising this
und.

.

STATE

us of one

ever, by order of Blanco, thrown

been noted for. As is usual on such occasions, the programme was much. too long,
however, as was also the case with that of
its sister society, the Germans Sodales;
who came before an appreciative audience

the

feqtiest the pastors and churches of this
Y. M. to do their utmost in raising funds
.
for this purpose.
HOME MISSIONS.
In view of the extent and importance
of the Home Mission work, _
“ Resolved, 1. That a largely increased

Mr. Bartram, of the firm of Bartram &
Brothers of New York city, who recently
went to Puerto Cabello in the interests of
his firm, and on desiring to return his
frequent applications for a passport were
entirely ignored. Finally the American
consul gave Bartram some despatches for
our government at Washington, and he
prepared to leave. He was seized, how-

of the other

society

Late advices inform

” upon

next remittance to India, we earnestly

~——OPPRESSION IN VENEZUELA.
It appears that the President of Venezuela has
enforced measures oppressive to mer.

The exercises showed great care in the
preparation, and were marked by an elevated tone, such as this

young

u

That we hereby

pting some
systematic plan for raising funds,
as, for

good may be done with even a small
amount of money. According to the I7-

the

creasing the

churches the, necessity of a

much

The best of it all is that

and gained much over

4.

ing young men, seems refreshing in these

this Society are among the best students le not become dependent.

Whileall the parts assigned were performed
very creditably,some of the participants acquitted themselves with signal ability,

.

at the stations in the villages, and in the

—————————————

as otherwise might have required $50,000.

Union was held on Wednesday evening,
and presented mahy attractive features.

.'*

early to ‘its Jaboress | and we fe mige the remaining workers our prompt
our prayoF and prio) ly
pray
our readers some account of the exercises
3. ‘That we enco
our Missionaof commencement day.—A. H. H.
ries in the maintenance of Mission schools

personal acquaintance that the members of
of the college, and promise well for future
usefulness.
The Anniversary of the Ladies’ Literary

.

Next week we shall lay before

We were not too late, however, to find by

MISSION,

The Committee on State Home Mission work would recommend that the
New Hampshire Y. M. employ a Yearly

Meeting missionary,

at a fair’ salary for

the time employed, whose duty it shall
be to assist churches in procuring pas-

tors, and to visit and encourage churches

without pastors; to labor in protracted
and revival meetings, when deemed advisable by

the Y. M. Mis.

Com. ; and

to

see that the churches raise their apportionments for the missions as far forth
as
practicable. The Com. also recommend
that that body ask the parent H. M.

Soc. to give a certain amount of the
raised for Home Missions for the
carrying forward of our State Home work.
money

We

also récommend that a Com. of two be

appointed t6 confer with the H. M. Board
an agree upon terms of division of funds.
We
also recottimenfhiat
d if arrangements
are made with the H. M. Board that
Bote satisfactory, that the State H. M.
mmittee be instructed to employ such
an agent as recommended when they
have
funds provided for that work.
The report was adopted, and steps
taken to carry out the recommendations.

Help Now.
>>

of out citizens in other countries ought to

be sufficient to arouse the government to

really strong man in the Convention, and

it was doubtless because he had been so
outspoken on war and other matters that

see that some-

The sentiment of the meeting, express-

As for the nominees,

they make a

strong ticket, and one that will daily grow

in popular fayor. Mr. Hayes is the only
niah who has beaten Thurman, Pendleton
and Allen in*Ohio, and who, when he was

fighting for the flag, replied to a summons
to come to Ohio and take carp of his po|] itical interests that, “When his country
was triumphant over her foes, then and
only then would he consent to attend to
8 uch personal matters.”
He has served

twoterms
in Congress, governed Ofito
without a fault, and has a clean record.

+ thé best Christian life to live in the light, | many voters, was heartily in faver of
economy and retrenchment ia the use. of
240 have joy in the Lord. .
:

having settled the vexed Louisiana diffi-

approved

funds given for benevolent purpeses.
The action of the late New: England con-

But we are to do it in the light, not. vention on this point was approved, and

tion to devise some method of retrenchamd wash our sins in our own dark blood,
.+ amd eonclude that there is. no hope for ment held a meeting and drew up a plan
« such wicked people as we, then we are which, if carried ous, and it seems likely
to be, will unite the seeretaryships of the
Foi. 7in an’ unhealthy and wnehristian' business.
i

If we look rich a ourselves dnd rarely itwo missionary and of the Education societies in one person, who

shall also

be

be an advisory
There dre their Soliciting Agent, and
awanatomists of piety who destroy all“the ‘member of each Board, the organization

1 --meéFbidi
+ Seysdsaac Taylor,

Swlreshness of faith, and hope,
aiid charity, of the three societies tor remain intact.
by immuring themselves, night and day, These and other detailg of the plan, as to

To Mr. Wheeler belongs the creditof

culties by his conclusive report on that
situation to Congress. He has served

New York and his country faithfully at
the capitol, and is esteemed
wherever known.

and

The platform is good emough.

trusted

It only

needs
be carried into effect to make it
admirable. “The United States of America is a nation,” it declares, ‘nos aleague,
and until these. truths contained in the
preamble to the Declaration of Independ-

ence are. cheerfully obeyed, or, if need
be, vigorously enforéed, the work of the
republican party is unfinished.” It then
pledges protection to - American citizens
everywhere, promisesto punish dishonest office-holders,calls for “continued and

raising funds, ete., areunder advisement, steady progress towards specie payin the infected atmosphere of their own the
désire being to’do nothing rashly, but ments,” declares against land grants and
bosoms.”
in ill health very often
‘morbid ‘in ‘mind. If theydo ‘not to do something,
and to do if as/ speedily public support of sectarian schools, offers
| to reform politics, recognizes female stf"
Fly
y
ba
ZR
35
~sleep well, or
frage, condemns polygamy, arraigns the
put Sarg

atic giving
in all ththe

el

| the surest and best way
ed funds
for benévolent work.

We

ly believe that it is systematic work

point out two or three who were especially deserving of praise, and we ean only add that their performance would do
credit to any institution in the land.
On Saturday evening the Anniversaries
came to a fitting close as the Alpha Kappa
Phi Society occupied the platform. A
most judicious programme was presented, and the various parts were performed
with uniform skill and ability. The ex-

fer

among

which

were noticeable~many

fast to the
earts;

and

born

again.”

Whether

IN

YOUR

the Star that one agent

the

President

is

has

observed

the

not,he might have said,th2 sooner such a plan is

adopted, the better.

features it contained that are very desirable.
First, it was economical. The expense of the

One of the pastors at the New Hampshire
Yearly Meeting said that he contemplated, in-

treasury

stay-

Cemetery a substantial monument; and if the
funds contributed are sufficient, also. to erect

a

in Paddington a public drinking fountain dedicated to his memory,

from

Michigan Yearly Meeting.
church, June

2—4.

small,

and

the

Have we not also backslidden in regard to the

Michigan Y. M. held its last session
with Lansing

comparatively

spirit of sacrifice? Is it not possible that those
who have lived a life of toil and sacrifice, and
served the’ denomination forty or fifty years,
are now indulging too much in the thought
and feeling that we have had our day, done
our part of the hard work, and it is our privilege to seek rest and quiet for our declining
years? We should remember that ‘ He that

Benominational Feos,

the recognized head of ‘a ‘Christian eollege.
In the evening the annual sermon before the Theological Society was preached by Rev. I. D. Stewart, of which,
though we may not so freely speak, we
maybe permitted to say it was a most
happy effort, and replete with good
things, as might confidently have been
expected.

was

funds well managed. Bro. Burr was a man of
great financial ability, and was willing to work
for God and the denomination, for a much less
salary than he might have commanded elsewhere. Those were days when the leading
spirits in the denomination were willing to
work for small pay. H. Q., in last Star,thinks
we have backslidden in regard: to netivity
amothe
ng
laity. He is undoubtedly correct.

A capital

thing provided the rest is not absolutely needed.
An English paper informs us that the friends
of the laté' Rev. Dr. Jabez Burns propose to
place over the vaulted grave in the Paddington

had

It might not be feasible

to adopt just that course,but there were certain

The inference is plain: sustain the schools.

ing at home and having a revival.

That would

me that this question was exciting considerable interest among the friends of thesdenomination, and suggesting that the nearer we get
back to the plan, when all money was sent to
Bro. Burr, the better it would be, and if he did

Three-fourths of the native members of our
India churches come from the mission schools.

summer,

the work

be quite a saving in money and men. Not
long since, I received a letter from one connected with our educational work, informing

BRIEF NOTES.

stead of taking a vacation this

do

Mission and Education Societies.

a. re-

frust that

might

that three now do in ‘collecting money for the

* Righteous-

sin

more economical way to colleet and disburse
our funds for benevolent objects than that we

are now pursuing,and many ways may be sag
gested.
It is suggested in the last number of

Hayes and Wheeler!

sermon of power because full of Gospel
truth, and a most fitting utterance

of

children may give due heed to his words.

of

It was

THEM

those precepts or not we

sermons on like oecasions, that it had ev-

“been

PRACTICE

ness exalteth a nafion ; but

the somewhat rare merit often wanting in
idently

and

proach to any people.”

said that it was well worthy of the man
and the oecasion. ‘It was grand in its
theme, scholarly in its tone, both logical
treatment,

sheet-anchor

true civilization, and to this we must look

Of the sermon it may be

its

as the

as our guide in the future.

gin, from the words, * None of us liveth

and eloquent in

Bible

LIVES. To the influence of this book are
we indebted for all the progréss made in

the alumni of the college, to listen to the
Baccalaureate sermon by Président Dur-

to himself.”

My advice to SUNDAY-SCHOOLS;
no mats
what their denomination, is: Hold

Jom liberties; write its precepts in your

was filled with an appreciative audience,

,

that will be about as well.

Sunday-school Times
having writtento President Grant for a

strength, showing that in the generous
rivalry sure to exist, the other societies
will do well to look to their laurels. As
a whole, the societies show commendable
progress, with much yet to be attained.
On the Sabbath, the spacious church

would appear that the Bristow, Morton
and Conkling forces united for Hayes,
whieh we consider partly to the latter's
credit and partly not. Mr. Blaine was a

by

. _at/Chyist, there is danger that we become:

Sn

of

ercises were marked by both vivacity and

‘It

he failed to win the necessary ballots.
churches, and the cool, restful verdure of | ¢ ‘When this cruel war is over” he may
their beautiful eity were outward attend- be put forward again. Meanwhile, Maine
ants of a pleasant and interesting session. will see that he is sent to the Senate, and

the disposition prevailed:
make the
in the dark, That is, we are to. look at.
.« gur sins and examine our motives, and most of what we ges.
"In this connection it may be said that
bd . then wash them ‘all in the bright blood of
the
committee appointed at that eonven«Christ; but if we examine our motives,

S200
HEIN
TERRI

tendance, the flowers that graced the pulpit, the cordial hospitality of the two

and the leaves that live in’ the’ light are

day.

-

on

finally nominated to his present position
on the ticket by a handsome vote.

have not

The

above; but here, too, in the

and other interests will
thing comes of them.

“"Sélf-examination is'a good thing. We’
are to search and try ourselves. every

Society.

that

speakers were justly desetving of a word
of commendation, it would seem partial to

with 58

was ‘‘the bloody seventh” that did it all:

perish-

as the sufficient sacrifice for sin, and act- Merrimack St. churchin Manchester last
«mally aegents him as a personal
Saviour.| Week The fine weather, the good at-

‘but he -dees say, *‘ Follow thou me.”
". “Weare boufidfo follow Christ whether
~ we have any hepe or not. Batit is also
© “very certain ‘that Christ. demands the
~mnost. implicié «faith from his ¢hildren.

with

ranft began

will

ners: ” therefore I shall be.saved.’ Sol
<ut the devil off with his own swerd ; and

evening

cieties,

its recent trials through the loss of some of

Board, of which it is now, too

write.

lustrated, Weekly, Mr. Stevens has helped
about fifty young men during the last
thirty or forty years in securing an education by loaning them funds, and requiring each to repay the full amount at his
convenience. We are told that scarcely
one has failed to comply with these obligations.
With two ‘or three thousand
dollars as much has been accomplished

various societies, commencing on Tuesday

needed in this age, viz. : womanly women.
The Amphictyon Society on Thursday

71 on the fourth, declined to 50 on the
sixth, and got nothing on the seventh. It

I confess it.

you

2, That we hereby express our heart- :.
felt sympathy with our India mission, in

hard times,

be seen
in the general break-up after the sixth
ballot. Conkling began with 99 votes

The Bishop of Hippo says,~* Let us Mr. Wheeler, who ‘is nominated to the
be hear
the gospel with
snch-a—mind;
as~if | Vice-presidency, got 3 votes on each
of
damned.
That is not good reasoning. we saw the Lord present before us; and
the
first
two
and
the
fifth
ballots
for
the
“Itistrue I am a great sinner; but.it is lét us not say to ourselves, Blessed are
Presidency, 2 on the third, fourth and
“written, ‘I, Christ, came to save sin- they ‘who could see him; since many
sixth, nothing
of it.

dowment fund. Its increase for the year
to come will depend largely on the measures “taken and plans adopted by the

aminations of the class room, have taxed to
the utmost the time and resources of the stu-

by a large audience, and regarded on all

ed, and we trust will be followed by the
desired results. The Communion season
at the close, considering that many of the
participants were anxious about the near
departure - of homeward trains, was a

trenchment in collecting and disbursing
money contributed to our benevolent so.

Alexander H. Stevens, of Georgia, in aid-

adopt- Wands as highly creditable to the Society.

er denominational efficiency, was

ifany, progress has been made during
the past year in the increase of the en-

The preparation needful for the exercises of the Theological and various Literary societies, together with the trying ex-

cises, but which we learn

session. A series of resolutions presented
by Rev. H. Quinby, and looking to great-

gr g dae Ho ol
BRR
The work of erecting this testimonial was’
New Hampshire Yearly Meeting,
inauguratedby the class and is'a’ modest
We present the following resolutions,
but most tasteful memorial of a good adopted at the N. H. Yearly Meeting, a5
man and true brother.
showing its sextiment and" action on the
Ever since Monday the annual meeting subjects dealth with :
:
of the Trusteesof the College has been
FOREIGN
MISSIONS,
in progress, with much work still unfind, 1. That we heartilya prove
ished. We are sorry to notice from the of Resolve
the action of the
d. Conreports that, while the new buildings are vention of last AprilNewin Englan
appointing
4
progressing reasonably well, very little Committee of nine to devise a plan of re.

evenitig well maintained its high reputa- renewed vigilance.
and Steadily declined to 81 on the sixth, tion, and furiished abundant evidence of ——PRESIDENT Grant TO
THE CHILDREN,
should be within youtselves.” Clirist de. with nothing on the seventh; and Hart- culture and ability. While all of the The Editor
of the

claréd to the Woman of Samaria that in
will be damned.’
¢ Stop, stop!’ said I, that mountain alotie men should not wor“ one thing at a time. Iam a great sin- ship the Father. | We aré te find joy in
ner: that is true, though you have no God now or never, hete or nowhere.

next? —therefore

+ June 14, 1876.

For 4 week and more all College Hill

dents and professors. All of last week
was devoted to the Anniversaries of the

Phillips,

were among the excellent features of the

able that the Lord's Supper should always be ad inistered when there is the
least possibtg.nental anxiety. To par-

abroad.

In ancient times people had this same
‘Lay hands

HiLLSpALE, MicH.,

methodic life of the drill and, the camp,

Burgess

uneasy darkness, which 1éd them to travtake of it against time is hardly the thing.
* on noman.” Rev. Dr, Cook says that el to seek spiritual peace, Gregory of
—
+ CP +
—eeeee
“hat means, being interpreted to suit the Nyssa once gave a company of these peo¢ Change of place
- times, “ Lay hands suddenly onno book.’ ple this advice:
HAYES AND WHEELER.
¢ Considering the printed trash that is every- brings God no nearer. Wherever thou
And so, after all the toiling and the
where circulated, the weak and driveling art, God will visit thee, if the mansion of planning, it is neither Blaine nor Brisif not vile and positively poisonous mat- thy soul is found to be such that he can tow, but it {8 Governor Rutherford B.
-ter that is put before almost everybody's dwell and rule in thee. But if thou hast Hayes of Ohio. Beginning with 61 votes
« sye, there is need enough that we * lay thy inner man full of wicked thoughts, on the first ballot, he steadily gained till
hands suddenly on no book, "unless, indeed, then, whether thou art on Golgotha, on on the sixth he had 113, when, by the
we'lay hands upon it to fling it into the the mount of Olives, or at the monument withdrawal of Mr. Bristow, who got 118
. fire, Young and old, and especially the .of the crucifixion, thou art still as far votes on the first ballot, reached: 126 on
. young, are exposed to the evil of this bad from having received Christ into thy the fourth and declined to 111 on the
\ printed matter. Even thé bookshelves heart as if thou hadst never confessed sixth; and by the withdrawal of Mr.
“at home and the Sunday school library him.” Said an old British minister, of Morton, who got 124 votes on the first
are often loaded with it. A great por- those who went on long pilgrimages to ballot and steadily declined excepting on
tion of the childhood of to-day will be in- the holy land in the vain hope of finding one ballot ti the sixth when he had but
fluenced by nothing so much as by what Christ: * The place of the crucifixion 85,—both withdrawing in favor of Mr.
7 itreads. Its thought will be fumiished, and of the resurrection of Christ profited Hayes,—he was triumphantly nominated
# its character
be molded, to a great de- those only who bore their own cross, and on the seventh ballot’ by 884 votes, the
gree by what it gets from the printed rose each day with Chrigt; but those who whole number cast being 756. As for the
the temple other candidates, Mr. Blaine received
page. Let every parent if possible know said, ‘ The temple of the Lord,
in
»< What those pages are,
of
the
Lord,’
should
hearken
to
the apos- order 285—298—293--292-~286-—308 and
:
tle, ¢ Ye are the temple of the Lord, the 356 votes, gaining a little it will
& od
The Bible says,

i“

has been instinct with life—nothe
t busy,

thrilling at many points and’ effective at

all.

comforting season.

helpfitlness,—that can almost never fail joy Christianity at home they will not
to strike some popular chord.

1876.

al- but the intense, expectant life, hopeful
yet trembling, which precedes the battle.
so urged that our contributions be mad
regularly and with system.
wa i | Even the foliage of the abundant trees and
- The'preaching was (stirring and sug- shrubs has put on a look of vernal wongestive, the prayer meetings spiritual der, and, reaching out with bough and
and profitable, the correspondence sith twig into the summer sunlight, bids each
other religious bodies cordial, and all the particular leaf and bud puncture the
atmosphere like so
exercises characterized by an earnest and thought-charged
hopeful spirit: “The anunal sermon was many interrogation points. With a fifitpreached by Rev. J. L. Sinclair, who, ter of bright ribbons, 'mid the fragrance
thirty-seven years ago, first gathered the. of brighter flowers, the charm and witchery
church which convened the Yearly Meet- of still brighter eyes, and the beating of
[ing, and led off in building, its present manly heirts, the Anniversarivs ‘have
.
place of worship. His reference to 'the come and gone.

of the

you're

Brethren

T 7
’

and Fernald in presenting their work

celestial city, and hear the songs. of the
angels, then you'll

if we struggle to make it Christian as our

to

91

EDITORIAL OORRESPONDENOE.

that

spect well applied to all our benevolent
enterprises, forcibly illustrated the prom-

sure,

run, and when vou come in sight

and

every pastor and church should undertake it. Bro. Phillips, in his address on
Foreign Missions, gnd which in this :

Said Dr. Lyman Beecher, *“ Some peoEl —li—
ple keep their magnifying glass ready,
G. F. MOSHER, Editor.
and the minute a religious emotion puts
out
its head, they catch it and kill it, to
A. ¥I. Huling, Western Editor.
| look at it through their microscope, and
I
| spam
see if it is of the right kind. Do you not
communications designed for publicaknow,
my friends, that you can not love,
“5 lon
Id be addressed tothe Editor, and all
detters
du-bysiness, remittances of money, &o., and be examining your love at the same
*hould be addressed to the Publisher, Dover,N. H. time?
Some people, instead of getting
evidence by running in the way of life,
It would help us greatly if we could take a dark lantern; and get down on
.-arise into the free, pure air of Christian their knees, and crawlgn the boundary
work and fellowship; look away from up and down, to make sure if they have

right

A

THE MORNING STAR, JUNE

196

‘What

TI

Ena

Rev.

endureth to the end shall be saved.”

J. B. Drew was chosen Moderator, Rev.
A. A. Smith assistant Moderator. and
Rev. W. Jenkins assistant Clerk.
The
Q. M's were all represented. Most of

Only a

little longer, dear brethren, and if faithful, we
shall find that rest that hath no end, that
perfect rest the Master has provided for those
who serve him faithfully here. I am glad this

Monday forenoon was devoted to Class
Day exercises by the graduating class,

the Q. M's reported revivals and many of matter is being looked
after, and trust that at
the churches large gains in numbers and the Anniversaries in October a better way
will

occasions, including a poem

ficient labors of its pastor, Rev. J. B.

strength. The Jackson church has prospered greatly the past year under the ef-

which were of the usual character on such
song,

and closing with

Prof. J. S. Copp.

and class

an address

by

Drew, mearly

The exercises were

During the sessjon $3000 in money

bered by the participants. One of the
most graceful and appropriate acts of this
class culminated on Tuesday afternoon

pledges

connected with

debt.

to the

the college.

raised to complete

Brunswick, Me., is fast approaching

were

those

last

Star.

in

and

the

WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO. The church in
South Zora were greatly encouraged on Sabbath, June 11, by a baptism scene at the river
Thames, where six followed Christ with firm
step and strong faith, Pray for us that this

from

the

Committee on Education, which appeared

.

comple-

tion.

Among (he many resolutions pass-

ed by Conference

Al in the

large assemblage met at the beautiful
Cemetery grounds where the monument
wag unveiled, and after a‘ fervent prayer
by the President, addresses made by F.
L. Dy
of the class, and Prof.R. Dunn
of
the' College Faculty,
the former a hap-'|

were

and Ghurches.

SASHES
huh

Tue New Free Baptist house of worship

church building at Jackson and free it of

memory of the lamented Prof. Fowler,
80 long

Ministers

its membership

and more than doubling its congregation.

uniformly good and will be long remem-

in the dedication of a monument

doubling

be found.

Y. M. may see better days.

A feeling of sadness

LEWISTON,

pervaded all our meetings in consequence

ME,

‘We

*

H. PERRY.

learn

that

twenty-

seven were baptized and thirty received inte

of the dangerous illness of Sister Drew,
and many fervent prayers were offered in

the Main Street church, on June 11.

_ Onmr Yearly Meeting Association, organ-

. 81x persons were baptized and added to the

her behalf.

0

On the game

date two were

baptized,

unit-

ing with the Pine Street church.

ti

ized one year ago, has already accomplish- Wikmot Flat church the second Sabbath in
Democratic party and calls for an investi py effort,'and the latter
»
one of those im
ed something and hopes to accomplish
une.
gation of the Chinese immigration evil, pressive and
pathetic addresses
for
which
much
morein the future, when its object
FREE Baptists visiting Old Orchard Beach
The platform was adopted amid enthusi- the speaker is noted, and whicht
he memo.’ is thoroughly understood
and the hearty will find Rev, W. T. Smith's house a desirable
real- asm, and will be likelyto rally & host in’ ries of long association with his
fallen co-operation of all the churches secured. stopping place. ‘Rooms with or without table
that its support.
hoard will be furnished, and on favorable
comrade were calculated
to

2
|

”

awaken.

|

J. H. MAYNARD,

Clerk.

terms. The house is very finely located, :

©

t

2

/
{

;

|

THE
Wr understand that seven’ candidates werer

pasto
baptized on June 11, by Rev. 1. Bates,
of the church'in Fairfield, Me. '

The sessions of ‘the meeting Wire! blessed
of God. Preaching by brethren Bates, Chapman and Slade. The closing session was: de-

.

:

ter.

CoM.

LAWRENCE, Mass., ITEMS. The temperance revival, which has extended so largely

Wilson Rein the City

Hall évery Sunday evening, at present, address«d chiefly by reformed men, These meetings

-are crowded to overflowing and the enthusiasm is sometimes intense, Although more

than two hundred and fifty licenses have been

granted the present year, a strong temperance
sentiment has been developed in the city government, and licenses have beén granted only
ander firm protest. The right seems to be
_ gaining. The reform movement is thoroughly supported by the churches.

A

‘ Woman's

Christian Temperance Union” has also been
organized, which is doing good service,
Five persons were received to the Free Bapitist church the first Sabbath in June, making

twenty-three simee the first of Jan.

We

have

ibeen blessed with a continuous working inter«est, and baptisms have occurred every month.
Com.

WHEELOCK

Q.

M.—~Held

CEDAR V.

its Inst session

with the Lyndon Center church, June

6-8,

Many of the letters were encoumiging, report.
ing many conversions and an
advance alon
the line, ‘Lyndon church reported," We
the church was never stronger than now; entire harmony

prevails

among

its’ members,

pray

especially

men

of

this class.

The

President of our Reform Club is also among
the converts, On the 5th of April a delegation
from the Y.M. C. A. came to our aid, and
their labors were greatly blessed of the Lord.
As a result

we had

inst., of waiting
ordinance

of

the

privilege,

upon

on

twenty-seven

baptism,

and

of

the

4th

in

the

welcoming

thirty-one to the church. The presence of the
Spirit is still manifest in our meetings and. the
good work is progressing. To God be all the
glory.

.

this work.
They united with us in the bapdismal service,
when unitedly we baptized
fifty-two.
The service occupied one and a
half hours,and will long be remembered by the

people here,

C. E. BLAKE,
or

One

might guess that a woman wrote that, and

they would notbe wide

of the

truth

either,

There are many other sisters,and brothers too,

work our ministry
prominent
part.

and churches have had a
This
generation has not

nown the like. Would that all our churches
might enjoy such ‘a work of salvation as
Wheelock Q.-M. bas been privileged with for
the

past

year.

I can not

pass,

without

men-

tioning
Kast Haven, where our church had
Bearly ost its visibility from removals, deaths,
and
coldness of its few remaining members.
The

reformation

has

reached

thattown, and

the church reports five added by baptism, and

text,~“ A

God

of

truth,”

a stranger, and some

faces that

wore

a disap-

‘pointed look in not seeing Bro. Ball changed
wonderfully in the first few minutes after the

speaker took his text.

warm,

but the

The weather was

congregation

Speaker with an earnestness

very

followed

that

the

dropped

the

fan and waited only upon the senses of seeing
and hearing. The sermon was powerful and
its effect was marked.

The

pastor

of the

M.

E. church was present and made a stirting
speech to those of his church present to use

their oft-spoken-of talents in helping their
sister church in paying off her indebtedness.
Good feeling showed itself among all present,

and when the effort was made to raise the required amount the congregation responded
nobly,and over $800.00 was soon pledged. The

members of the church lifted heavily,and their
new, tasty, commodious house is an honor.
to

sentation of the interests of the Lyndon Lit. and
Biblical Institution, and a number of able and

still of foing back was

expressed.

estsof this cause demand

The

that we

forward.

The 8. 8, interest was also civen a half

day. Short speeches on assigned topics with
good singing made the hours pass profitably
and quickly.
S. 8, NICKERSON, Clerk.

son,

E, Canter, E. Piles, S. Erran.

Next session
will be ‘held with the Science

Hill church,
August 19,

Poplar

Fiat, Ky.,
Isaram SMITH,

nning
Clerk.

ROT RIVER Q. M.—Held its June term
with the Racine Center church.
A very
good
session was enjoyed. Some
of the
churches reported substantial

additions.

Bro.

Bran of the Winona and Houston Q. M. was
present, and added muchto the

interest of the

meeting. His services and presence was appreciated by the brethren of this
Q. M.
Next session will be held with
the Freesoil
church, commencing Friday
before 3d Sabbath in September next, at 2 o'clock, p. M,

CHAS. W. CRAIN, Clerk.

WESTERN.

the

second

Cairo

May-26, 27, The meeting was

the presence

.of the

Lord.

church,

attended

Father

with

Dunn

fa-

.

*

THE MORNING
STAR.
The influence of the Star could not well
be measured.
A successful Freewill Baptist minister, writing from Edgewood,
Towa, says:

defending

our doc-

In a letter just received from a New
Hampshire F. Baptist clergyman, he says:
“The readers of the STAR say that it is increasing

in interest. “My next neighbor, our good physician, says the STAR grows better with every

num.

?
vored them with his presence, adding much to ber.”
the interest of the. occasien. Although their
The Editor of the Christian Mirror says:
numbers have.not increased as largely as in
‘‘ We regard is as one of our best exchanges.”
years past, they stand firm and are hopeful.
A Congregational clergyman in MassaThe Cairo church was dedicated on the Sabbath, Prof. Dunn preaching the sermon. Col- chusetts, and who is now preaching to the

lection for the church, $12.10.

spiritual descendants

MEIGS Q. M.,” O. The prospects in this
Quarterly Meeting are more encouraging than

formerly.
Several churches within its limits
have been favored with revivals, and to some

large accessions have been

made.

The late

session of the Q. M., held with Second
church, was a season

Kyger
or

Two

of refreshing.

three ministers from.other Quarterly Meetings
who dispensed the

were present,

to large

and attentive

good seed sown,

we

of life

word

congregations.

The

bring

forth

trust,

will

+ 8. H. B,

much fruit.
Ordination,
At the June session of the

Fond du Lac

Q.

M., held with the Greenbush ehurch, Bro. T.
8. Roberts of Fond du Lac, a student of Hillsdale College, was publicly set, apart to the
work of the gospel ministry by prayer and
the laying on of hands, according to the usages
of the F, B, denomination, The council consisted of Rev’s W. D. Moulton,. J, Westlake,

I. W. Drew, Wm, Mitchell. =
:

J. WESTLAKE, Clerk.

Emmons, in a recent letter
says:
\

to

this

On June 8, the

Adams Peak. and, Prairie

‘Ridge churches met together near Adams
Peak,

Kansas,

‘OHIO RIVER Y, ,

M, M INISTERS’ CONFERENCE

and

organized

a Quarterly

‘Meeting,
to be known as the Blue Valley Q.

M. Af er or

ey

ge
SamisSiion,
the Slade
Q M. forprocesded
‘to examine
Bro.
Clark P,
ordina-

tion, The examination being satisfactory, he
Wag ordained to the work of the gespel- ministry. The sermonon the occasion was given
by Rev. 0. A. Chapman, also the chargeto the
‘eandidate; the ordatning prayer andshand of
fellowship by Rev. H. W, Morse.
(}
I

will

on.

ad

3

;

\

BARGAINS IN

WRITING

By the Quire,

{

THE prea C
and
anc preachers

A

single dose of

fii for the Dest and cheapest religious and
family paper,

. BACHELDER,

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

Hampton, N, H,, June

“ I congratulate you on the thoroughly
manner in which you handle the STAR.

capable
Among

fifteen papers

it is

which

come

to my

hand,

at 4, P. M.

.C. LEWIS, Sec,

Atwood—P

Oxford Co., Ontario.

Letters Rceelved.
M Anson, Me—H C

Bowen—A

P

ok

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

Plumville, Ind.
Mrs N M Teel. So 8t. George, Me

Rev Mr Shoemaker

se, Madison, N H.
Whitcomb, Dover, Me.

8S C

EXPRESS.

Moulton and wife 2.00, a friend

2.00,
E Cass 1.00,
Langmade 1.00 Sophia
Libbee 1,00, Olivia Libbee Fin E E Ban,

1.00, L ¥ Wood 1.00, F R Moulton 2.00, Miss
Wood 1.00, per A Moulton
12.50
"
hi

Jr

13.75

4.25
2.50

Hg

8 B Hanson N Conway ¥ H
;
F WB 88 Champlin Minn for Miss Crawford

5.00

r C'L Russell

Mrs C L Russell
Honey Creek Q

2:00
5.00
5.00
20,00
1.2
10.00
6.64
15.00
6.34

Whitestown Chris Asso N Y for Miss Crawford

85.00,

Rock River 3 per B Butler
Sandwich Q M per E H Prescott
Mt Vernon Lowell Mass per GS Ricker
Col Lisbon Q M per J Erskine
Gilford Village N H pet J N Rich

6.00
6.00
5.00
3.70
5.00

N H

1.00

Mrs Mary Conant *
H2
CoOINHYM
35.82
Peter Parker Delaware O formerly of Farming ;
ton Q M Me
5.00
Berea Bap ch Harrisville R I
* 11.08
A friend ProvRI
|
20.00
Adam Brown Osqipee N H toward the support
of 10 boys in India (omitted in Jan)
100.00

Manchester,

F. B. Woman’s

From the London Baptist of January 28,
1876, we take the following :
“ Perhaps no religious paper in the States has
had a more honorable history [than the MORNING
STAR]. It has at all times been an able expounder
of evangelical Christianity both in its doctrinal

Mission

Treas.

Sl

Treas.

N.H.

In Dixmont, Me., April 22, by Rev. J. Young, Mr.

James A. Mitchell an
Miss Annie V. Howes, both of
D. A April 29." Mr. Edwin W. Brown and Miss
Mabe

both of D

n Newpo! rt, Me., June 10, by Rev, F. H. Peckham,
Mr. Mayo Bicksm ore, y of Troy,and Miss Octavia Maloon, of
Detroit.
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Moss-rose Cross, 10 cents.

CENTENNIAL HYMN,

Neuralgia and Rheanmatism,
Kidney

In Octave form for Choruses,
Hymn.

Centennial Collection of National Songs.

An elegant and attractive volume, contains the
National Songs of this and 12 other countries, in
convenjent form for Solo or Chorus singing. In
Paper 40 cts., Boards 50 cts.
GOOD NEWS! Charming New GOOD NEWS !
GOOD NEWS! Sabbath school GOOD NEWS!
GOOD NEWS! Song Book, 35¢c. GOOD NEWS!
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AT THE OFFICE OF,

can stoop’as wellas;gver. Myjriends are a
nished
at the change in nie, and think it will net last. My
sister bas suffered from Inflammation of theBowels,
and Constipation, and wishes to try your medicine.
I intend still to take them, and would not be without them if money would buy them. I think they
must prove a blessing to thousands who will be
induced to t them. Enclosed you willjfind}$1.00;
please send
two packages.
ours Tespestully,
MRS. B. T. LANE.
A package of Dr. Quain’s Magic

T

38 Hanover

TI

THE SUN, New York City.

RICHARD WAGNER'S

oo CENTENNIAL MIRCH
Now Arranged for Piayo by

THEODORE
(Played by

nightly),

And Published by

JOHN CHURCH & CO.
CINCINNATI,

OHIO.

by mail.
Price 81, on receipt of which it will be sent

For pale’by Music Dealers every where
Pw

4

THE

o\NTILE 7,

company, Rg)
N. Y.

BROADWAY,

BUILDING, 120

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT.
INTEREST.
IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY /
FIRST MORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REAI
gobi
ESTATE.

° HENRY A. HURLBUT.
LOUIS FITZGERALD.
JAMES M. MORRISON.
GEORGE D. MORGAN.
HENRY B. HYDE.
WILLIAM SLOANE.
DANIEL DODD.
GEORGE H. STUART.
HENRY M. ALEXANDER. WILLIAM C. LAMBERT.
JAMES M. HALSTED, ~~ JOHN J. MCCOOK.
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH. HENRY 6. MARQUAND.
EDMUND A. SMITH.
RICHARD IRVIN, JR.
WILLIAM MILES.
ALANSON TRASK.
B. F. RANDOLPH.
ELBERT B. MONROE.

DIRECTORS.

FROM

CHICACDO.

BUFFALO

$11;

$14 ; BOSTON,

NIAGARA

FALLS,

LOUIS FITZGERALD, PRESIDENT.
HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-PRest

Pacific Hotel ; and at Twenty-Second St. Station,
and in Depot Office on Van Buren St.

GILES’
INIMENTA

F. E. MORSE, G. W. P, Agent,
4w23

10 Per Cent Net.
Kansas, Missouri and’ Iowa Improved
First-Mortgage Coupon Bonds Guaranteed.
guarantee as an assurance that we loan not
ceed one-third of the actual value. In many
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SEMINARY.— | Just ont. Does not mar or injure the door.

WATERBURY CENTER, VERMONT.
Pg CAR
[18S LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal, with four A A
A,
For further information address Rev. L. Sar. | One day. No

fonts Wa jorbury
ill, N, H.

should

SON & BROTHERS, 17th and Vine Sts., Philadel.
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applied GILES’
instantly sore-

ness and lumps disappeared. I fell and cut m
hand on a Eusty nail, a plied the LNIMENT, heal-

FIRWEIN is the name of anew remedy meetioned in the Journal of Materia Medica for Janu1,500 | ary,
as particularly valuable in Catarrh, Brochitis
81/000
a all Pattections of throat and lungs—those of
$1,200 | public speakers, and gives several cases of cure.
$30
J
3m10

For OK
Particulars apply
to
"TINGS,
Boston
G.G. HO
& HAS
,
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PoPHAN'S

\ODIDE OF AMMONI

Cures Fouraigis, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout,
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,
Bruisesor Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
A valuable horse had ‘Swelling and Hard Lumps

ORGANS.
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THOMAS,

his Orchestra
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. 85.
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FOR
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IMPORTANT
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ON, same size, at the same price; or the DAILY,
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JONES & CO. OLD ESTABLISHED
TROY
FOUNDRY. Troy, N. Y., continue to
T HEBELL
manufacture those suparior Bells which have

J. WATKINS
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(blgut pagony, post Nd, SUNDAY
from. JuneEDI. iat
till after election for 50 ces. 3 tha
m
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CAPITAL, $2,000,000.

facts.

"The events of the Presidential campaign will
be so faithfully and fully illustrated in THRE
NEW YORK SUN as
mmend it to candi

oULD

WOMEN'S CENTENNIAL COMMITTEES

EQUITABLE

every State in the Union, who will confirm the best

THE
SUN
FOR THE CAMPAIGN,
four pages, for
’ Addross

St., Boston Mass., General Agents.

ROY BELLS.
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Condition Pills

sent to any address on receip! of fifty cents by
W. Lane, Azent, Manchester, N. H. For
sale by leading druggists Geo. C. Goodwin & Co. ’

Thomas

due.

733 SANSOM ST.
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
Blinale from us before

pages),

Neuralgia pair

INAM

—INCOLD—

For full information call at the Company’s Of

¥
medicine, or consult Dr. B.
Dermatologist, 49 Bond street, New
1715

NW

to see you adver-

well nights, eat well, and have’

85000,
Y PIANO

fice.64 and 68 Clark St., (Sherman House Block);
Union Offices mn the Palmer House, and Grand

for Pimples onthe Face,
Blackheads or Flesh .
\
worms.
:
* Ask your druggist
for PeriB) Ips Comedone and Pimple
medy, the

I happened one day

tisement in the
regati
¢, I thought the
medicine just what I needed, and 1 sent to Iod
last April for a package of Pills. Before I
taken eight I felt like a new
person. Can sleep

$15;
$11.

Clevelan 1, O.

+3)

Condition

8ir:~For the last twent “axe

Reduced fare to NEW YORK

R.C. & C. 8. CLARK,

% / 7772%

Twenty-Five

made Troy celebrated throughout the world. Al 1
Bells warranted satisfactory. Particolar attention
given to Church Bells, Chimes, nnd Peals of Bell
Illustrated Catalogue sent free.
[26t25eow

Never fails to give a good appetite, It purifies the
blood, and
ores to the Liver its primitive health
and vigor. It1s the best remed
existence for
the cure of Dyspepsia, Loss of Appetite, Sourness
of. Stomach, Sick Headache, Chronic Diarrhea,
Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consump»
tion, Sovolids: Catarrh, Rheumatism, Birysipeiae,
Debility,
Salt Rhopms ‘ever and Ague, General
eadache, and F'
e Diseases.
Nervous
A REWARD
for

for

Quain’s

a an
Fears I have suffered terribly. with Neura
eumatism, also Liver and Kidney Complrints,
causing severe pain in the back and hips, often
1
unable for Junie to stoop to.
pick up an;ay 8
octors,
article from the
floor. I have
several
d no
spent a
t deal for medieine, wh
good, and finally concluded I must suffer the rest
of my life.

the bess of music,
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Liver and

DANVERS, MASs., July 19, 1873.

No celebration this year will be complete

Ditson & Co. Successors
Walker, Philadelphia.

Complaint

Cured

ME. LANE :—Dear

entennial, Wlachinery, Horticultural,
MjemorLy and
Agricultural
(Mjarches,each
50 cts. ;
Washington’s
Qld (ho cts.), and
New (60 cts.) Marches.
artha
248 ington’s Waltz [75cts.] and Njarch.
50 cts.]
@rand Njarch, by Downing ([6v cts.].
atenniat
zes ~by
—Fliege {75 cts], and
National
irs XS) cts.|; all
robe’s
Miedly
ol f
Klinstrate
Titles!
and
have Splendid

E.

LANE :—I have been sick for

four years with Dyspepsia, and for the past
years,Constipation and Inflammation of. the Bowels. I have suffered all the pain I could endure
and live. Ihave been comflned to my room for
two years, ard could not sleep ni
ts without the
use of morphine. I have been
given up by physicians as past cure. I have taken one
DR. QUAIN’S CONDITION PILLS, and
done me more good thsn all the doctors I have
had. Isleep well, I eat well and have no
pain.
They are all they are recommended to be. Please
send me three packages, as two of my neighbors
wish to try them. I enclose $1.50.
Yours truly,
JOHN W. LORD.

Years
Pills.

ass
at the Opening
Ceremonies in Philadelhia.
ords by Whittier. Music by J. K. Paine.
n four parts, for Mixed Voices. Price in Sheet
without the singing of tnis magnificent

Cures!

Bley fave

over

J. LATHAM & Co., 419 Washington street, Boston,
Mass.
y

Music form, 30 cts.

|

Wis LEBANON, ME., Feb. 23, 1875.
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Well, Sleep Well and Free from
after being given up by Physi«
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Their praises are on every tongue

samples:

Eat

use Perry’s moth and freckle

SAMPLE BOTTLES, FURNISHED FREE
Cilman

A W

BORDER

Dyspepsia Four Years, Constipation and
Inflammation of the
Bowels Three
Years, . Confined to My R oom Two
Years.
Pain So 1 Could not sleep
without Mo
)
One Package of
hine.
Dr.
Quain’s
ondition Pills made me

ONLY FOR
MOTH
PATCHES,
Freckles and Tan,

your Appetite, facilitate
Digestion’, give
one to the Nervous Syse
tem, Vigor to eve i Pri
an of the Bod

YOUR

THOMAS.

PBRAvronh
ACADEMY,
for
young
ladies.
Builling
unsurpassed in arrangements for comfort and
health of pnpils. Twentyfive acres of ground, twelve in wood lot, laid out
in pleasant walks, the remainder adorned with
shrubbery and trges.
Definite classical and general course of study.
Also preparatory department. Provision made
for optional courses. Fall corps of competent
teachers. Yéar commences Aug. 29. For circulars or admission apply to.
Miss ANNIE E.JOHNSON,

2661

It will improve

OF

of

Cherry Hill Nurseries, West Chester, Pa

Best Tonic and Stomachic
ever offered the Public.

INQUIRE

&

Catalogue.

Anti-Billious Compound.
every druggists
Itis sold by mais
United States. Price
$1 per bottle.

ATWOOD'S
TONIC
- BITTERS
thereby impartin
There is no remedy

BRO.

A

for $1, thirteen.

above diseases which could not be cured by Clark’s

is

And thus the Congregationalist :
¢ The MORNING STAR i8... one of the best re-

OOPES,

was, for three

and Debility. The Medical Faculty en
denomination with fidelity and success,it has been
characterized by a sympathetic and fraternal spir- dorse it for Dyspepsia, Nervous Debil«
ity, Loss of Ape tite
and all Diseases
it towards all Christians.”
arising from a
sordered Liver or Sto«
The Christian Union says that the Star -mach,
“ One of the best religious journals in the country,—u model of cathelicity, fairness and goodwill
to men.”
’
AR

15t5eow

J.

In Lawrence. Mass, M ay 16, by Rev.A, L. Houghton, Mr, David Young ana Miss Elizabeth M.
Gilchrist, both of Ii. May 18, Mr. Cha: rles Masse
and
Miss Abbie Torrey, both {of L. May 2, Mr,Geeor,
“A. Snell and Miss Ada F. Hill, bot! of L. June
Mr. Moses Merrill, and Miss Lydia A, Howe, both of
North Andover.

The

mail at your door.

Descriptive

Street, Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED for

received by the agent, from those who have been
cured by . them, of which
the following
are

and Glees for social singing ever brought together.

In Barnstead, June 8, or Eld. William Rogers, Mr
Albion E. Collins and M
Sarah A. Whitcomb, both

(ay

Send for New
gratis.

oA

76 East Ninth Street, New York.

dis-

where their merits are known. A single package
of twentv-five Pills is enough to warrant their success is any neighborhood where used, as they strike
at once at the seat of disease and show their heal
ing power almost. immediately. Thousands of
voluntary testimonials of their morits have been

Songs, forming the wittiest, most entertaining,
musical and classical collection of Genial Songs

Married
of Gilford,

free of cost per

splendid assortment of Koses, six

New, Enlarged Edition.

Society.

' L.A.DEMERIT(E,

Dover, N. H.

Condition Pills.

Carmina Cotlegensia. (Clot #300; Gilt

Woman's Miss Soe Sutton N H per M A Roby
do Tiverton R I er Mrs G H Child
do Olneyville R
per Mrs M Sawyer

in

many particulars the best.”

362.42

N. BROOKS,

N. Bu.

Delivered
for $2.
Plants,

¢

No medicine ever offered to the public has given
such universal satisfaction as Dr. Quain’s Magic

FLOWERS
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Robie
eredith Cenfer N H per J Nason
.
Mary L, Marston Efi
NH
Addie F Joy New Durham N H to con Rev J F
Joyal M
Rev J F Joy and wife a gold dollar left by their
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Mary M 8 Brown Alexandria N H for zenana
+
work per Mrs Ames Brown ,
Sutton Vt
per M Atwood
Danville N H per J A Lowell
LA
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r J Fuller
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91 Washington
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8 8 Davis Bradford

$4.00,

additional, one Ma,

MONEY SELIM,

Crawford
For zenana work contributed ak follows in Stan-

IIL per J Phillips

each,

Premium Rose to every dollar's worth ordered.
Send for our new GUIDE TO ROSE CULTURE, and choose from over 300 finest sorts. We
are the largest Rose-Growers in America, and allow purchasers to make their own selections. Sate
isfaction Guaranteed.
Address
THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.,
©
- ¥OSE-GROWERS,’
12t7eow. .
West Grove, Chester Co., Pa
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in Board
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BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers,

Kidney

and

Price,

OR

alysis, Fever and Nowe,

Sevojula,

Strong
Pot Roses, snitable for immediate flower:
ing, sent safely by mail, Sosuaid, Five splendid
varieties, all labeled, $1.00,
do., $2.00, 19
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Foreign Mission.

Big Foot

at home.

Dyspopaia,

Nervousness,

ori
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op aot, Lape
SUNES FOR, LITTLE FOLKS
irs, oo BB cog
© $30 per 100 copies; by mall,
35 cents. °
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ga, Gonstupaxion, Siok
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BEAUTIFUL EVER-BLOOMING

May 15, 1877,

Rev John Green, Loudon, N H.
FM Burnham + Biddeford, Me,
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Toms J]
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rpenter-0O Cras sen—C L C om «~~
stock—T P Chandler—W Clark—Mrs A F Craig—J H
Davenport—N Davis—T H Drake— WP
Dewey—C R
Emmons—M C Foss=N H Farr—E A Fenderson—J War C
Fargo—J D
Graves—J C Gordon—$ B Given-Z
Garw
Hutchinson—A G Hill—Mrs L
A Hill-R A Hoyt—Mrs P Judd -J. ackson, Mich—L
Johnson-A Libby—C
8 Marston—H Merrill-S8 8
Marshall-C L Mark=A B Maxfield~D McCrellis—D
WM oulton—L Perrot—G' Pendleton—M D Perkins—
J F Prichard—S A Randall-H L Ro
rs—J Rodgers—
W_ Ranlett—S8 8 Rich—Mrs 8 E Sm all—-N G Sturgls—
8 Smith—M Smith—W L Stodda¥d—R T San born—A
Smith—H E Smith—A A Skinner—C W Steinrod—dJ
Spoonér—E Tibbetts—¥ Ulmer—J B Va
—W 8 VanCam
B Wheaten—J Weldman—D R
hittemore—
A H
Whitaker—M C Walters—J T Ward—8 H Wolf—
R J Young—S8 P Young—B F Zell-J, A. Edmunds,

Rev
Rev

$30 per 100; by mail,
35 cts.

Govaplaing,

. Wousness

Radress H. B.GOODSPEEDE Co. 148; folay St..

For

Post Office Addresses.

M_

CLser

This work has a world wide

reputation
; over 1,000,000 copies sold
Price for any of the above books, in board covers,

Price,
$40 per 100 by mall, 00 ots.4
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The Wonderjul Remedy
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GOLD:
CHEER EEE

Complavnt, Piles, Por-
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Rev H Perry, Woodstock,
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MAGIC

Hampton Institution.

Trustees will meet at their fice, Jube 2,
New

Te

DR, QUAIN'S

Notice.
New

$i

will correct the acidity, relieve the pain, carry
off
the offending cause, and save sometimes a Tong
spell of illness. Its effects are gentle and thorouge.
and its general use woold prevent much suffering.

w

Prin,

3

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient

v
s, .
agent writes, * Never saw anything
t;” another, ‘Took 82 names in 111-4 hours,”
AES commissions, Sample, terms, ete., free,
+H. EARLE, Boston.
Seow

i

3

An Overdose of Dinner often deranges the
system, brings on flatulence and wind colic. and
subjects the petient to great bodily suffering. A

RIB UTOR. Noted soon
write for it. Splendid Sgraving

New York.
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or Ream,

Wiis:
’s New Bookstore,
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“

PAPER

Package

fork,

ay evening, June 27, meeting of the Trustees at
7 pt
« Select
Prize declamations at 8 o'clock.
Wednesday, Examination of clas ses; Manson Prize
declamations and essays at 8, P. M.
ursday, Exercises of the graduating class, at A. M,

office,

a

_ Q.M.Organized.

full dele~

THOMAS BE, PEDEN, Clerk,

of the celebrated Dr.

and practical bearings, and’ while it has served the

y

A

ue over the Sal bbath
y requested,
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82

Publisher's Hotes.

helper in introducing and
trines and church polity.”

Bro. J. A. FERGUSON in a ‘communication
says that the Cairo Southern Y, M.. held {ts

last session with

will

ibis
gation
1s earnes

inter-

should go

the builders. The dedicatory
prayer was
‘“ I bad been a member of the F. Baptist church
offered by Rev. A. H. Fish and after a closing about six years, when I began to take the STAR.
-anthem by the choir, which, like its predeces- The cries from the western portion of our land in
sors was well chosen and ably rendered, the particular impressed my mind, and some dozen
congregation wended their ways to their sev- years later,a letter in the STAR from Clinton County, Iowa, seemed like an invitation to me to preach
eral homes rejoicing that there was “ A God
of
Truth,” and feeling that the day had been one the gospel in the regions beyond the Mississippi
River. Now here I am,and here I have been, since
of profit,
0.C. WHITNEY.
the year 1847. The STAR has been our faithful
—

witht

Petrea
Due Jackaon ico Oio, "Friduty, Rug. 1° arareng

church

Y.

Franklin Street, Boston.
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M.will be: held

Wid
e-ANOW
wakREAD
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"

M. will hold its next
'h, commenci
t, 8,

Rook chu
.

a general increase of Christian life and work.
The
3. gave Wednesday, A. M., to the pre-

Scioto Q. M—Held its spring
ses.
The F. B. meetliig-housé of Thomson, Pa., glonLrrTLE
with the Providence church, baglining
was dedicated June Oth, 1876, At an early | M ay 20, and contintting over the
th,
‘hour the church was filled to its utmost ca- Nearly all the churches wete represented, and
‘pacity. It being the time of the regular ses- one new church, the Mount Zion, Wis receiv.
interest existed in
‘sion of the Gibson Q. M. with that church, ed intothe Q. M. A
the churches, The following were
appointed
many visitors were present.
The services delegates to the next session of the Olio River
‘were opened by a reading from the Scriptures Y.M. Ministerial brethren: Isaac Fullerton,
by Rev. C. M. Prescott; Prayer by Rev.-T. A. Crabtree, E. Patten, Isaiah Smith, J.
Shonkwiler,
Uriah Chabot, M. Searl,
y
A. Stevens; Sermon by Rev. 8. Aldrich, of brethren
: J. Shepard, J. Galford, F. JohnN.

3 pyoint na 4

the

Dedieation.

Deut. 22:4. The speaker's sermon showed
much thought and careful study. His points
were clear and well made. Bre. Aldrich was
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ith
Pe trea church + Monday
Aug, 14, at
and the church and pastor fire in close sympa- be
ANTED,=AGENTS IX EVERY TOWN TO
10, A x. I ataiotars and, others will ng 0 take
thy.” The results are just what mht be exrepresént a manufacturing inienest in a new
the exercises,
who have not already, will p
thing
just
Large pay and rapid
pected when church and pastor are working | Tend thely sa bject to me at once, so
have
promotion
to successful parties.
ackson
It needs only to be seen to
with such unanimity and sympathy, Farth er programme. properly pablished in
THOMAS E, PEDEN, C
be
ae
A appreciated,
Bk lage d Enclose stamp for full particu .
on the letter reads, *
The work done the Pers, me...
post
r has been e
ve, Much time has
BATES COLLEGE. REv.C. 8, PERKINS, of Port- HU] Q8.BACKUS, Winchendon; Mass,
n devoted to prayer
and gospel meet]
land, Me., will deliver the sermon before the Theologi~
the past winter, sinuers
$ive
n conv
cal school, Sunday evening, Instead of Rev, J.L .
Phillips, as announced.
some who have fallen have been reclaimed
an:
C.H, Davis, Com,
OF THE Wonderful career of
the church has received new vigor,” St,
SANKEY in Great Britain and America DY a
Johnsbury reports “ We are neither altogethHANCOCK & QUINCY Q. M. will be héld with the cess everyw!
. All want it—rioh or
r. From
W. D. LESTER, Clerk,
5 to 20
beoks a day’s work. It is the o y complete
er discouraged nor altogether encou
for Richfield church, July 30,
work
publish:
ding Mr. Moody’s Sermons
we have quite a debt on our hands and the
bi
and
AY
BETING
TALKS. Sankor's JAdupper
part of the church yet unfinished which
Maine Central Institute.
dresses, Ls
SY oxy ith oh terest. bv Fy
with the hard times are rather pressing, yet
The anniversary exercises will occur as follows:
raft,
a
v
ee
$2.
we dp not mean to be ¢ weary in well doing.”” Tu

ered and »
The C. Baptist church in the village has ilieresting Spooches aod
resolutions passed,p
n
e Q.
shared about equally with us in the: result of 1%)ropriate
to its interests. Ko thought rp
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the M
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the First F, B. church o;
rfleld, - Delegu
wi b
met Frida afternoon a i Fir feld, and aturdoy
gos
wil
noon
at Fairfield on the Canada southern,

with

—

T
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HILLSDALE Q. M. will hold its ‘June session with

1

in St. Johnsbury who are determined *“ not to
be weary in well deing.” If the Spirit moves
some brother’s heart when he reads this to
esting work of grace in the church in Spring- send them a check or a bill to help this heroi¢
grieve the Spitit. Send it at once
vale. The spirit of revival was manifest in band, do not
Dea. F.
Switzer, the Treas.
It is not a
our meetings during the winter, and a few hd
meeting-house alone they are building
in St.
souls yielded to its influence. On the 26th of Johnsbury. They report forty-six
added b
Jan., a man was converted in the woods.
He baptism and four by letter the past year, wi
was, no doubt; the last man in this community seventeen more received under the wateh and
of the church. North Danville reports a
that would have been selected as likely to be- care
religious interest, and many souls conve
un«come a Christian. He was noted for drunken- der the faithful labors of their pastor Rev. A.
ness, profanity, and especially for speaking H. Millikin, Twenty-six have been added to
past year. It seems almost
‘against God, and his people. This man went this church the
like injusticeto the other churches to stop
to his work in the morning an enemy to God, with mention of only these, when they have
and without a thought of change, but in the enjoyed, many of them, nearly, if not quite as
woods alone the Lord met him, and he return- extensive works of grace. Sutton, Newport,
‘ed at noon a penitent, humble child. It ought Derby and Charleston have been most gloriousv blessed and hundreds have come to Christ
here to be said that the church had been led to
uring the last winter and spring, in which
BPRINGVALE, ME.

2
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Ly 201

and

Yotices

people.

Quarterly Feetings.

«crease here, * Hundreds of drinking men have
already signed the pledge, The
form Club hold public meetings

of God's

that the light that has now begun to shine in
Kansas may never go out...
MH. W. MORSE,

the .in-

over eastern Massachusetts, is still on

We ask the prayers

LL

in,
Sh

in celebrating the last supper of our common
Lord.
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Kanowiadged fhe bas tn use:v iY
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u
fhe name of James Pyle. }
hain "Without

voted to ‘a union communion sérvice. Seven
Seven have been re: preachers were present, six of whom united

OLNEYVILLE, R.1.
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of a fair, young

girlish face,
womanly vifae

AA MOTHER'S BIRTHDAY.

Five-ani-sbventy years ago,

g

‘*“ What a sweet, so

“Come

Beneath this happy April sun.

May long, sweet days arise on thee;
Else long and sad the days for me.
But—five-and-seventy years Lo come,
Mother and child will be at Home,

At length

of me as having been,

but

as

The whole brood’s handsomest!

which he held.

them

style

folks

than usaal.

The poor old world is spinning now,
To stop, who guesses when?

Have you forgotten, John,
That Wednesday afternoon

‘When the great doors were oracle,
nts of June

by side,

- In the high-seated swing,

“Whee flocks of swallows, John,
‘We swung,
too happy things,
afr

Next time I saw you, John,

oases,

est! you will come,

time.
ge E:

%

.

fo.
& ay
th barn is still

hs

oe :, Jom,

ood’s days I'see,

gs id
chil

you

“©

room,

to

CHAPTER TI.

Ernest,

my boy,”

she said,

fully cold.”
Hastily dressing, he

is touched the far-off ge den strand;
er brave Sphrit ‘be appalled,

oe that called?
er radiant face,

of moisture from
she said, It is the

and indeed the room seemed

they wished to permariently unite with.
Dr. Burns's wife was quite pleased with
_ this arrangement, being herself a mem-

“J

tians in the one name of Christ.”
Her, breath grew shorter, and came
longer intervals.
‘‘ And
Bro. Burns?” she asked.

until his views

on

doctrinal points wer¢ established, yet his

were

with “ the’

Hannah,

‘Regular

Baptists,” where his brothers had their
* chureh-membership.
One Saturday evening, after having at-

4Oh

ber powerdo bob

the suffering woman,

epari

t the

R

glerified by the splendor . of the sunset.
*¢ And soon,” she thought, ‘1 shall see
only God

a:

« Yes, mother, any one

Li
ie

= the

bow
Ad

Sitting opposite. his. mother at the table

he thought,” What a lovely woman mother must haye been in her youth 1” and

yet, When she took his offered drm to return fo the parlor, after tea, - notwithstanding her flushed cheeks and brilliant
, he observed with anxiety the fever-

ed heat of her slender hands, and the
weight of her slight figure.

Bs ] La

that

you

A few minutes later there

gathered

in

the chamber of the dying saint, her faith-

The entrance of Ernest, ‘with a summons to tea, interrupted her self-commanings.

trés

else

Fos-

‘ And Uncle Courtney, and Eliza.”

ful pastor

Ga

wd

and. wife,

her brother

John

Eliza, gher Sister

May, Dr. Bufis/
Sha Eldett.

i

# There, let m& place you
the ‘pillows

on
for

aly

four

feet

hal

t

e

was

436. ($2.00).

There is positively no better ‘guide-book to
the mountain regions of New Hampshire and
Western Maine than this, It is prepared by
Mr. M. F. Sweetser,

angry

words

# ok [2babs
The
was
wher,is
i
th and 18

«Oh, what shall 1 do?" eried poor little
os

«Sappose you try this plan” said her

ruphy,

I want

to have

my

con-

sciousness to the last.”
# No, I will not,” he replied.
44 Shall we bave a word of prayer?”

asked the voice

of Elder

Foster,

and,

hearts there present, that Jesus might

be

exceedingly precious to ‘this, his dying
child; that he would put beneath her

his

was faised, and, as usual,

find fault and scold.

i

used

Va.,

Ph

it wd fb

them, golly.”

gh

s

n to

snapping

edifice

3
:
The Centennial editions of the poets which
Osgood& Co. are issuing are among the choice
4nd valuable things of the season. The works
of Whittier
and Tennyson have thus fur been

published, and those of Longfellow are to fol

Jow.

promise?

u

Ch
pret

An it

cried A

soll

At
the groundsa ound
and

Its thick wa

It is

after many

it is often

the execution is good, and each volume

As

like Whittier’s Centennial Hymn, for instance,
written after the compilation was made.

Tue SiLExT House.
ton:

Congregational

By E.P. Renney. Bos.
Publishing

160, pp. 156.
We

would

like to bespeak

book, a careful reading from

Society.

for this

little

every one.

Tt is

human nature to crowd far from the mind all
thought of the time which 1s surely coming,
when the body of each one must be a silent
house. The aim of this volume is to bring
before the reader that fact so forcibly that he
will prepare for its coming.
It is full of beautiful passages and choice selections,
and might

well be called a prose poem. The author hopes
it “may be

of service as a hand-book to those

who are constantly called to the bedsides of
the dying, to minister at the burialof the dead,
or to remind the living of those events which
will so soon come to every man.” In the lat- ter capacitp we trust it will be a living preach-

er after the author's hands are cold and still, for

arts

are invented or

Moorish na- “Seripture writings, and the Christian world

a little

complaisant

to call|' tas rejoiced in the good they have done in this

and foreign lands. ‘But now she says inthe
preface to this, “I can write no more books,
for I am weak and worn out, and ready to

Civilization represents some
to dare to change,
Pyptheas, a Manco
each improvement,
importing new and

die,” and this, her last

hs.
on

legacy, will be read by

wonderful arts, and teaching them.” Invention, art, manners, social beauty and delight,
says Mr. Emerson, are born, and he continues:
“ Tis wonderful how soon a piano gets into a

to Babylon,”*‘Restoration from Seventy Years

log-hut on the frontier. You would think they
found it under a pine stump.
With it comes a

Captivity,” “The

grammar,—~and

‘one

of those

People Left in the Land,” “The Beople Taken

good

in

man

leans

tow-head

on

Jews’ lust effort to build the

temple at Jerusalem,” The great deliverance
of the Jews,” and “The Jews’ last efforts to

including the.

of Jerusalem,”

build the walls

stories of Jeremiah, Daniel, Ezra, Esther and
Nehemish, {The illustrations are good and add
to the value of the book, which, as well as the
others of the series to which it belongs, should
be in every Sunday sohoo} brary,

NG
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Julia As Kasi

osion:SD. Lothhigp. &

Co.

16m

PP.

ot glad to welcome a sécond edition of
op are
which has already heen before the
story
this

what is

higher.” But his idea of moral forces 18 rathery~we were about to say gross. But that

republic for several years. Our veaders willwhich
book for
uf
premi
{hie
is
it
that
r
membe
would hardly be a proper adjective to apply to
& prizeof $1.000 wasgiven, ' The lesson which

the ideas of a philosopher,
However, his
moral forces are such as the elements, ~wind
to drive ships, water to drive mills, electricity
to convey

messages,

etc.

“Now

it teaches 1s kindness to duinb animals. The
story is well designed’ and interestingly told,

and it is among the very best of books to pul
into the hands ‘of children. “The president of
tion
the Massaghusetts Society. for ‘the Preven

that is the

ne!

Joba Site
Hg
La

ho baw
ia

+

hy

- i Ahir

[3]

oe

wa

light,

maghets,

us

‘fire,’ ‘serve

wind,

y

D.

Lothrop,

Poy.[ishionldbY Beday,taxed
ad ‘“dlmost
dose 4s tonothing.
« Whiskey | of the,
the point of pro- edition,

a ¢ little slumber,

aE

vantsm,

f

a | hibition.”

‘We would' strike

Now ihe true tést of lvillaation,

8voy

&

Co, es

Tile

Pulpit

Revolution
dn a new revised
82.50. The, North America”

out the. adver, | Review ones declared:stfo be; aunique 40d

be tay, is | rich contribution fo the history of the period”

"

¢

aaa
Foil

atl

H Tak 10
a.

A

is

complete, making a few necessary exceptions,

1s istrabed by 4 'dish wiped and wisdom of aman, in'every fustanee of his labor,
wag 4’ forty‘diys ‘fast pre. to hitch his wagon toa star, and see his chore of Oruelty to Animals speilks of it in the high
‘doneBy the gods thiémselves. That is the way
| we are strong, by borrowing
thé might of the est Prati. ;
requested from younger readers.)
|—
elements. The forces.of steatn, gravity, gal- |
RE Sous SHAH
:

way

Si

The

publisher who gives us books of that class, at
that price,is a benefactor only next to the
persons who wrote them. The type is legible,

the children, who have learned to love her, as
her last words. Tt is the story of the captivity of Judah told in ‘the simple words and
short sentences which the smallest children
can understand. There are six parts: * The

“ Everything

Questions.
a

i ai

Rees’ Yor |

No, indeed. She. came the

form,

“Pie Story of the Apostles,” and others of her

And

the mind, and provokes it
Thus there is a Cadmus, a
Capac at the beginning of
—gome superior foreigner

‘What news did Te fist lcartier-pigeon

a

Veststo’ on ‘who would | next day, buthiding Marjorie. run for i

They are in paper covers, octavo

and are sold for only $1.00 per volume.

of growth is always some novelty that astounds

new docks“sand a breakwater.

screameda

air
pTIE B66. cond igi, “né¥

nds, and stories, so that one can

each locality, all give to the book a real and
practical value.
i

growth, and “the occasion of one of these starts

intended to he used in the construction of

a

2

to

barous.

them yrvilized.”

[Answers in three
thre weeks.)

shes Bo

it proceeds

own mates, and they will be as merry as spar-

tions,

abo

ria

Tmo
;

Coat
wit LDae Be
:

&ec.,

we khow of no better way to arouse our careless friends to the one certain fact of Death,
than by putting this book in their hands.

fmported, among the Turks and

aghote.

Docks for Shipjtient to Barbadoes.

:

Snap went the tongs.
More still, Boap.
“Why don’t you peak

scenery, history,

incidents, le

soon as the first wants are satisfied, the higher
wants become imperative.” The true society

Tee ‘vesults of experimen ts for testing | 1,

More angry words from Dolly.

toa 1.5Some. ofof vax rer, Away she went, DISH

pe
ton

strengthened and

beg

Osgood’s

not fail to
he whole profit of the tour,
provided he consults his guide-book and keeps
his eyes open. The maps and panoramas, the
information about hotels, and the minute descriptions of points of interest to_be visited in

veiled under this bearded and that rosy visage
is his rent and ration, His products are as
needful as those of the baker or the weaver,

Flotids,

high'tower are’ stil strong.

Marjorte fled to the

hearth, and seized the “tongs,

g || oer,
ow her
pill
‘she
, and om.
Aladyin
arsbos
of love,
his
snetutiogarms

might be spiritually

she

edited

give a description of each peak, and of the
routes, through this wonderful region, adding

‘ the next time Dolly cowes in, the
rtion of carbonic acid in the air, a. has written a hymn on Sunday. Now let
“ Ah, Bro: Burns; your skill must fail
seat yourself in front of the fire, and take ‘ma Pe during the first . ascension of the colleges, now let senates take heed! for here is
here,” she said,as he prepared some medthe tongs in your
hand.
Whenever a zenith, show that at the hight. of 2,260 one who, opening these fine tastes on the basis
icine in a glass, * It is the voice of the
feet, the volumes of carbonic acid eontainsharp word comes from Dolly,gently snap ed in 10,000 ‘volumes of air are’ 2.40 at of the pioneer’s iron constitution, will gather
Master that is calling me now.”
all their laurels in his strong hands.” Among
| the tongs, without speakinga word.”
8,200 feet, 3.00.
the indexes of civilization he enumerates the
“ Perhaps this will relieve your diffiSoon afterward in Hage Dolly. to see [ A DIVING-BELL, 12 feet in diameter, and
post-office, thé division of labor, combinations
culty in breathing,” was his only. re-, her Jitfle friend. * °
- 10 feel 6 inches high, has been turned out of civil government, right position of woman
kh
ply.
It was not.a Siadton of at € Bout “before of the Perseverance Works, Deport and in the State, the diffusion of knowledge, etec.,
West India ete. The basis of civilization must be morality.
*¢ Don’t give m3 anything to stapely | Dolly's
po
temper was ruffled, and her voice drawn by six horses to the
me, Doctor.

who has

whole ‘series of hand-books thus fer, and is
thoroughly and intelligently done. Beginning
with some account of the geology of the
country,by Prof. Huntington,and of the topog-

the power to charm the disguised soul that si's

i

that-she would soom
Marjorie.

ha

Iti is said that the oldest charch
ju

she tried, Dolly finally made’

/

more stocks instead of endowihg a

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS, A hand-book for
travelers. . Same publishers, etc. 16mo, pp.

read law.” Noris the rule otherwise
for litera.
‘ture. If you would learn to write, ’t is in the
street you must learn it. Both for the vehicle
and for the aims of fine arts, you must frequent
the public square. The people, and not the
college, is the writer’s home. A scholar is a
candle which the love and desire of all men
will light. Never bis lands or his rents, but

was

Wanvhail Hib

Wight

too.

long,

Saptuped at fcusuding,

a

nd i,
1tTolk

mamma;

your ride has fatigued you, kneeling in the presence of death, he
Xou are too w
«rhe maid, red oui before God the ‘burden of the

' , and TANS

peways finger, but

there was not a quarrel. Marjorie tried
hard
to speak gently, but no Te
speak sharp

bought

Court jeweller of the Emperor of Brazil,
rows.” And finally,‘“the conditions are met, if Christian people may find it a great aid in seTHE lar,rgeest swamp in the United States we keep our independence, yet do vot lose our coring the attention of impenitent friends.
Sri,
is the Okefenoke, lying in the south-east- sympathy.”
THE CAPTIVITY OF JUDAH. By the author of
ern part of Georgia, but partly in North
As for civilization, he says that, “In the
Peep of Day.” New York: Robert Carter
Florida, = It is 30 miles long, 17 ‘wide and
16mo. pp.
hesitation to’ define what it is, we usually sug- | , & Brothers.
142 in circumference.
gest it by negations, A nation. that has no " There 1s an indescribable sadness hanging
A pEvIL-FISH, 16 feet wide, and 15 feet clothing, no iron, no alphabet, no marriage, no abot this last book of the gifted author. We
long, a mouth two feet wide, fins four arts of peace, no abstract thought, we call bar- have had occasion to notice “Peep of Day;

Do you believe it? I'll | —

tell you how one of my little friends managed.
“Dolly never came to see Marjorie that

founds theological and educa

school.
:
But we musislay the interesting volumes
aside. We ought to be_a better and stronger
pation in the next hundred years with such
excellent book-making as is now going on.

you must

Society can not do without cultivated men.

ex.

and

tional universities, In such cases, if his expenditure had been himself, he would have

rister said to the late Mr. Mason; ‘I keep my
chamber to read law,‘ Read law!’ replied

feet Jong, and a tail not much larger than

. THE MAGIO OF SILENCE.
make a quarrel.”

wish for?”

| Courtney, and his wife

rh,

Doctor, ji

convulsive sodderymand aE was left,
to those who wept, but soulless clay.
I'To be continued.)
You have often heard; * It takes two to

“ Eroest)” 8aid Mrs. Mille,as he as

stock gambler

shall feel a certain
of a displwed and
is to be dressed in
well as in body gar
a man exquisitely

courtsroom

statements,—“My

That our expenditure

glory of society that the character and expen.
diture are twain, For instance, when the

lived and ate in his hall with men, and uaderstood men,’ sald Selden.
When a young bare

the veteran, “(is in the

that these

our character
are twain is the viee of society,”
-may be fairly questioned.
It is often the

of a Bedouin chief, whom he had kill- for each is in whats congetial to him. “If we
ed in a fight during a journey in the in- recall the rare hours,” Mr, Emerson says ’
terior of Africa. This is all that is known “when we encountered the best persons, we
about how these wonderful (reasures came then found ourselves, and then first society
seemed to exist, That was society, though in
into Europe.
After a while this ruby the transom of a brig, or on the Florida
came into the possession of the Duke of Keys. » “Agsort your party, or invite nome.
Brunswick, who gave it in bequest to the Pat Stubbs and Colerridge,Quintilian and Aunt
| city of Geneva. It was sent from thére Miriam into pairs, and you make them all
. Leave them to seek their
to Paris, wher®'it was’ purchased by the wretched.

was her rc: Mary, just
uht
8

breathing, ‘ if ‘you would ask oh
ter {o come in, and pray with me?”

_ ler sat mear a western ‘window ‘of her
pleasant parlor, looking forth upon a sky
soon

said

‘dealt ipon that honored conitendrice.

tended the “ Covenant meeting” of the
b etia % 1
First Baptist church of L——, Mrs Mijl-

Edun
How

upon your head. May God bless you, my
precious boy ; and bring you to his rest!
1 shall know you,—
Look at me, Ernest!

the “tears’ ‘coursing rapidly down
her
cheeks; for shre;too, recognized the-seal of

is

peatance in St. Petersburg as above
stated. After the death of Duke Walicky,
a paper was found which said that, his
jewels and gems were taken from the tent

« Ernest,” said the feeble voice, and he

inset bo. do Futh

of London,

death,

cade and kneltbesidé Bex, “put my band

‘We think

it mustbe corrected by a common sense and
experience, ¢ Aman is born by the side of his
father, and there he remains.”
A man must be

him dead, when he suddenly made his ap-

A slight bend of the head was his only

comfortably

Cautts,

ar Tenyen

Vie of our house
hold man
vice of
the vice of education, the vice o
ore with that of private life.

penditure is me,

physics can make right or tolerable, This re
sultis so against pature, such a hali-view, that

at

reply.” “Stand back, give her more air,”
he said to the group gathered about her,
as he beckoned to Hannah (o open the
door leading into the hall.

coals

mother,”

wo apsyO
‘¢ hut, don’t wake!
LY
|
| wl

Although Harry declined to ml

unite with any church

call

this—is

ik the
does not
ernment,
ligion, is

Colufhbus discovered no isle or key

clothed with society, or we
bareness and poverty, as
unfurnished member. He
arts and institutions, as
Now and then
ments,

ey

r those othe
«and the resson for the

“ Banishment (0 the rocks and echoes no meta-

bid and this ruby was among them.
How
the Duke obtained these treasures was a mystery. He left his home
in 1798, and for eighteen years nothing
was known of him, his friends supposing

he.

ber. of the Methodist, church,
, but the
Doctor and Harry were somewhat die-

bi

will

color,

peared in St. Petersburg, and exhibited a
large and valuable lot of jewels and

may meet, and partake together as Chris-

Bessie were persuaded by Mr. Wheeler,
the Methodist ‘pastor, to become pro- any of us, and which, onee seen upon
bationers in that church, while satisfying
the countenance of a loved one, can neythemselves as to’ which denomination | ‘er be forgotten.

appointed.

the fair, white brow,
1
death-sweat, Eliza.

morrow, that I have gone to the heavenly

warm4p him, but her hands and feet
were
icy cold, and upon her face there
was-a look: which comes but onceto

and

red

One of these stones
‘been sold to the
Emperor of Brazil for 88,000 francs, and
has quite a history. In 1811, a certain
Portuguese Duke, Walicky, suddenly ap-

shall soon be home now.”

in the stove,which sent out a ruddy glow,

And, smiling, went into thé Better Land. »

carmine

all I” about 132 carats and without a blemish.

was her response.
As Mrs, Courtney wiped the great beads

find

the

of a

Jo

ant, of husband
uires as much

000.
The very large sum of 170,000
francs was once paid for a ruby, - now in
made can live alone, and must; but coop up
the imperial museum in Paris, weighing most men, and. you undo them. ‘The king

my

shield, yes; be is my Saviour, my

‘I am fear-

stirred

are

A Miss Burdett

will have grace to resign this wish, to the

her sitting in an easy-chair by the fire,
trying to warm her slippered feet. ‘¢ Ab,

has Sutiped us in {Ho 83

loons,

the owner of two rubies valued at £30,-

communion, where all who lové the Lord

mother's

2

have studied its bearings ‘much! I trust,
Sister Miller,” turning to her, ** that you

thinking of what she had said.
An unusual noise ’ startled him, and,
rising, he opened the door leading from
his

Rubies

eng

& RE the Sh

notbe [conventional] if there is anything good
in you. Dante was very bad company, and
Michael Angelo
was never invited to dianer.
had a sad, sour time of it, The ministers o f
beauty are rarely beautiful in coaches and sa-

posits where diamonds are sought.

refuge,

Each of the

by the Way, Beuuty, Illusions.

pectedto look upon. this as I do, whe

will of the Master.”
“He is my comfort, my

Sfwuct

Culture, Behavior, Worship, Considerations

sometimes tinged with violet or brown.
The most beautiful are found in Ceylon
and Burmah, where they are picked up in
beds of sand and gravel, similarto the de-

pastor’s sad reply, “ you can not ‘be ex-

his mother’s words and bad retired soon
after She did, lay wakeful and restless,

to

About Rubies.

ob-

And again, *“ Bro. Foster, tell the brethren, when you meet; at commaubion 10

his own

says, whose subjects are Fate, Power, Wealth,

The ruby is one of the precious stones 80 lonely as himself. Yet each of these poten
and issometimes known as one kind of sap- tates saw well the reason of his exclusion.
phire. It is generally regarded as next to Solitary was he? Why, yes; but bis society
the diamond in value, but certain rubies was limited only by the amount of brain Nat
dre appropriated in that ageto carry on the
have been sold for more than what dia- government of the world.”
monds of the same weight would bring.
But this seclusion may be carried too far.

« Ah, well, my dear friend,” Was the

in

STR

poorer when he finished it.
The second volume is Zmilius pnd Cato ? Wist k
cess, and Old Age.'
named from thie general character of the Bs: | k t by Paul and OY

is emphat!

served it, neither did they repair to a
church-building for that purpose, but, in
an upper chamber, where they bad just
finished an ordinary meal, with the Lord
they loved, soon to be crucified, they partook of his communion.™
:

Gospel now ? and then I will retire.”
. Ernest, who had been much moved by

KENNAN.

Soon after their conversion, Susie

the

the modern use of the term, thai first

good

safe

with

on their

, Gen

“Poor,” aye’ ‘Plutarch, 1 lien he set

Work and Days, Books, Clubs, Courage, Sues

pillows on which restless heads, both lit- we should have had no ‘Theory of the Sphere,’
tle and big, nightly toss and turn; there and no‘ Principia.’ They had that necessity
Each must
of isolation which genius feels,
are no pravers in them. Nell's remedy stand on his glass tripod, if he would keep his
was the best, the only one. Prayer made electricity.” We may bave a certain longing
the pillow soft, and she sank to rest as for society, we may wish to be conventional,
“butthe wary heaven takes care that you shall
under a sheltering wing.—Early Dew.

“Bat,” impetuously exclaimed Ernest,

of half its

were

her

who was deeply grieved at the thought
that his mother should be denied this
privilege, ‘* but, it was not+a church, in

you read to me the 14th chapter of John’s

;
[Copyright secured)FROM DAWN TO DAYLIGHT.

Gaon ‘twas her i
So, back on us she tar

death

to trifle

stern rebuke. '** Communion
ically a church ordinance.”

her reply, * for I do want to be able to
attend the communion to-morrow. Perhaps it will be my: last: on earth. Will

:

- Fanulp. Cx,
ADA

God’s

have no right

great depend

of Greece, to collect the
state ‘was to furnish be ti

Farming,

Life,

Art, Eloquence, Domestic

ordinances of God's house,” was the almost | -

** Perhaps I had better retire now,” was

SALON2k

MRS.

We

weary you, mother.”

pik Larson,

BY

rob

in

to

K res
spectively of Society snd Solitude,Civilizution,

the nature of his philosophy. He wus
know,” answered Annie, in her ently led to write the chapter on Society and
Solitude by falling in with & person on his
sweet, serious way.
travels, who * had good abilities, a genial
* What?”
temper and no vices; but he had one defect, ~
“There's no prayer in it.”
he could not speakin the tone of the people.”
For a second or two Nell was as still as That is, he was what we commonly call awk
a mouse, then she scrambled out on the ward, “ God may forgive sins,” he bald, “bu t
floor, with u shiver, it’s true, but she was awkwarduess has no forgiveness in heaven or
determined never afterward to sleep on a earth.” Such a ¢haracter would naturally se t
the Concord sage to
profitable thinking,
‘prayerless pillow,
“To the cult.
There
{s
a
necessity
of
solitude,
* That must have been what ailed it,” ure of the world, he says, *“ an Archimedes
’
she whispered, soon after getting into bed a Newton, is indispensable; so she guards
again. *‘ It'sall right’ now I
them by a certain avidity, Ifthese had been
1thiok that is what ails a great many good fellows, fond of dancing, port, and clubs,

gratify sister Sarah, in her'dying hour—"

Christ.”
After. a little time of silence Ernest
raised his head, saying, *“I fear I ‘shall

We swingao Jonger, John;
We sit at our own door,
y
And watch the shadows on the hill,

dow

would

sting
if Y only knew

¥

MJ

The aiden the shores |

It

too,

motioned

nt accusation of

into twelve chaplers,t

it.”
«1

followed them wistfully, and even Deacon
Courtney interposed with, ‘It seems to
me this could do no harm, Bro. Foster!
This is an unusual case, and if it would

But his heart

ed,
: * My precious boy ! I can almost imagine I see again the far-away home where
your father and I began our married life.
1 can almost fancy this is my little Ernest,
my first-born ; you always looked so like
your father, too. But no, the years have
fled, and God has taken your father, ard
Minnie, and Jessie to himself; now he is
calling me ; I shall go soon, and O Ern-

Up tthe barn eaves, John,

‘can thefc be in

to put them on a stand at the back of the

the curls,she closed her eyes and whisper-

us with startled wing?

one

room, though the gaze of the dying saint

live to see

smote him even while he spoke the
cheery words with a great and nameless
fear.
:
«1 fee!, my son,” replied Mrs. Miller,
¢ that my days on earth are few indeed.
'| Lay your head here on my. bosom once
more.”
Then, as she ile her fingers through

That we were children then!

Butt

I trust you will

me happily settled in life.”

Be thankful with me, John,

lcs

wine, but Elder Foster

is divided

theThe
ir

and ean be stadied like a chapter in Meta
length.
&
or’ the higher Mathematics, and al
«My pillow!" — tossing, thumpiog, physics
ways with delight,
kneading. *‘It'sas flat as a board, and
Almost any chapter in either volume will
hard as a stone; I can’t think what ails show the characteristics of the author, and

—" but his emotion overpowered him,
and he could mot finish audibly, his
thought, ** her death-chamber.”
Hannah came in with the bread and

* But why do you talk

‘“Itisa

in it, and

first essay

takes its name from the

’

¢ What's the-matter P” asked Annie,’ at latter is introduced by a brief poem or sonnet,

bring in

having’ a communion service here, in her

of leaving me, mother? You are looking
remarkably well to-night. Better even

“slow ;”
Alack! a giddy whirl |

wT
Mal

beén. able: - “What harm

fault-

differ from his philosophy

his essays
« Now, Annie, watch I” ‘“Aunnie, just we can not fail to nd very mach in and
wholethut furnishes real food for thought
gee!”
+O Annie, do look!" she said some, spiritudl nutriment. The first volume

t2 the table with you to-giorrow if she had

best

her

ever much we may

and snowy gown—by the bedside.

of the deacons in the church, and Dr.
Burns, and aunts Mary and Eliza, all
members with you. She would haye gone

he pressed his lips to the slender fingers

_ Those times were pleasant, John,
‘When we were boy and girl,

I ha to love you, dob,
As to the end I will.

heeding

‘ Hannab,

The essay on Domestic Life is practical
and

valuable one.

Shepard. 150)

the dying

yeu, her pastor, and Uncle Courtney,

finding.
You will do the best you ean, I
am sure.”
¢ I will try, mother,” was his reply, as

The white hen hid there, John—

- You stood usdiae uy bed ;
b
pussies

without

I could wish

800d of the

our ways of living, and certainly oughtto open
wall, Not satisfied with playing alone,
This most attractive form in which Emer. our ear to every good-minded reformer, that
a
of
mite
welthat
be
will
she would talk to Annie,
son's works have yet been issued
‘our idea of domestic well-being now needs
figure in gold and white—golden curls comed by every thoughtful reader. For,how- wealth to execute it.”

some ‘bread and wine !”
“It will not do, dear ‘Sister Miller,”
said Elder Foster, * it will not do at all.”
“Why not?” asked Ernest; ¢ here are

You will

cide for yourself, according to your

judgment,

From the high hay-loft looking down
To tell me of the nest

A

to gratify her wish.

with unvarying kindness - and. consgideration, but in all momentous questions de-

Upon your auburn head,

wo

that

not forget that her life has béen one long
and. bitter disappointment. Treat her

Are seldom now as red;
They used to linger like a crown

A

as

and Jessie

comfortably with Aunt Mary.

I think the sunsets, John,

inc at

am meeting with you.

quire some patience, possibly, to get along

‘When down they fluttered, John,
‘With such a breezy whirr?

young

as I

is directed on outing G1
greatest number.’

1.50,
Same author and
. Pp. ‘958. For sale by Lee

ublishers,

the

Nell trifled with a shadow-picture on

over and over again.
Annie, who was not t) be persuaded,
finished
he: prayer and crept into bed,
sufferings of my Lord! It seems to me
that it would strengthen me for that’ whither her thoughtless sister followed,
which is just before me, May we not as the light must be out in just so many
inutes. ' Preseutly Nell took to flounderhave a communion service here, in this
10)
punching and ** Oh, dearing.” Theo
upper room”
“There is nothing to prevent, mother,” she laid quiet awhile, only to begin again
replied Ernest, whose ofily ‘thought was with renewed energy,

fo welcome you, too, ih Gddls good time,
to the Better Liand,
to the mansions prepared for those who love the Master! And,
Ernest,” she resumed, after a thoughtful
silence of some minutes, ‘‘ you will re-

The old barn window, John,
Do‘you remember it—
How just above it,on the beam,
The tame doves used to sit;
And how we watched the sunshine stream
Through motes and gossamer,

While Annie was saying her prayers,

as

meeting with them for the last me,

I might again commemorate

Mus.

being,

living, as waiting’ with: father

apper chamber,

THEBeri, oe;ia a

is, “that the whole: publicjaction of the State

Ralph Waldo
« Osgood & Co.

By

Sorarupe.

SOCIETY =

WHAT AILED A PILLOW.

have

we meet here, ‘and one of their number,
the Lord of all, the one they loved, was

‘“ After I am gone, Ernest, don’t think

And the Spring will have Jost begun!

modern

was instituted, ib an

longing to that evening, and it seemed so

short—se short to him.
Miller spoke.

“I

not be there, and, I am thinking how the
disciples met together, when that ordinance

and

Ernest.” As he seated himself, she placed her hand in’ his, and thus they remained for a long hour as we measure time,
but often in the years that were afterward
his, Ernest looked back with unutterable

The spring so lingers in thee yet,

** Bro.

the *‘ communion” to-morrow, but I shall

girl Jessie

sit here on this ottoman beside the sofa,

blithe to-day that heart of thine!

their knees.

anticipated much comfort in partaking of

ll

is I” corrected his

more forever and ever.— Working Church.

response

Foster, ' she said, afver a little,

eet,

Jessie was!"

Life’s season I do half forget,

Though

as they arose from

ness

claimed, ** What ‘a

‘When April flowers were all Ail
Awoke the life that gave me mine.
O mother) hurt with time and care,
And burdens thou hast bent to bear,
In spite of all that
has gone by,
How quick the feot, the ear, the eye;
How

« Amen," was Hef whis

ne:
and

“pot the census, ‘nor the sie
of cities, nor the
crops,~no, but. the kind of man the country
turns outs” and the:
Proof. of eivility

_ Xiterury Bebiet,

tongs, she solos ly said if she would only
would quarrel ho
let them alon cnr

remain of her family, that he might look
forever to.a blissful reuniop.i heaven.
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The Vermont State Normal School has
graduated 304 teachers during the nine
years of its life.
In Philadelphia the cost

of

Vassar has

the Union army off her
the war.

New

York City

takén

plantation

proposes

to

by

during

spend

$75,000 on her Centennial Fourth of July
celebration.
.
Becretary
of the Treasury, Bristow, has

resigned, and will retire from the Cabinet
at the close of the present month.
;

FOREIGN.

Twelve railway

lines

were

Mterrupted

by the recent freshets in eastern
land.
i

Switzer-

pecially

in the

neighborhood

28.

of

Poten-

:

Julius Heinrich Petermann, a German’
Orientalist, is dead.
. The London Byron Memorial Fund now

amounts to about $15,000.
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a half;

can

will keep hot one hour.
Serve with sugar
and cream.
When done, the apple will

their

appropriate

look carefully

func-

at a young

and

set

‘EXHIBITION NOTES.

shave all the tough adipose tissue off their

The engine that furnishes steam at the
Centennial weighs 800 tons.
Mariana Antonio Higu
Los Angeles, Cal., wants to take 0
er, who
is-one Jundred and thirty-eight years of
age, vo’ Philadelphia, and exhibit her.
Sergeant Bates is keeping a centennial
picture-stand in Philadelphia, and his flag

own heels, and leave the bare bones to
rest on plates of iron inside of their own
boots?

where

floats over his head.

But it is to be feared

that this is only W"temperary arrangement.
The goods of the Hebrew exhibitors are
covered up on their Sabbath.
¢ Terrible as an army with bananas” is
the way the New York ZT'ribune’s correspondent puts it, writing of the

sellers,

peanut,

apple,

guide-book

orange, . banana,

fectly sound from bark to heart, although

-THE

PERFEOT HOG.

A national convention of swine breeders

was
held at Indianapolis, Indiana, recently,when the following standardas to what
congtitutes the most perfect hog, was
adopted : It must have a small, short head ;
heavy jowl;
short,
thick
neck; ear
small, thin, and tolerably erect, but not

objectionable

if

slightly

drooping

for-

ward; bottom straight from
neck
to
flank, and well down’to knees in brisket;
of good length from head
to tail; on the
back broad; ribs rather barrel shaped,
and must be slightly curved in the back,
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Restores
the entire system to a healthy condition.
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Relieves Faintness at the Stomach.
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Cures Pains in the Back.
F'mily ext
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VEGETINE
Effectually cures Kidney Complaint.

VEGETINE

1s effective in its cure of Female Weakness.

VEGETINE
VEGETINE
Js acknowledged by all classes of people to be the
1s the great remedy for General Debility.
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bottom and top; good, quiet disposition; forms a down which sells” for nearly $2
weight not to exceed from three to four
pound.—Royal Smith, of Millington,
a8s., writes to
the Boston Cultivator that
‘hundred pounds gross, at.twelve to eight-’
een months.
Such a hog should meas- clover which had forsaken his fields, has
restored te them by:
use of "plas
ure as many feet from the top of the head been
ter, which is app. he
one of the con-

to the root of the tail as he does

i Fabrics,
d
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SON, Lawrence, Mass.
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the cheapest fine

States 1s equal to

the money we pay for cotton.
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have never tried it,
de 80 at once
son’s Datmesl Soap, made only by

supply of the more valuable qualities, and
a8 many pears and apples asthe country
1st sort, 1875.14 @. 16
will be able to consume.— Cincinnati Comdo.
1874.. 8 @. 10
mercial.——It is- stated that the intrinsic
LEATHER.
value of the chicken fea!
thrown away 4 Soleol. Ayres. 20 8,

every year in the United

WHY

SHOULD

pe

shoulder
to the setting

broad and full shoulders, not too large,
but
enough to give symmetry to the
animal; hair smooth and evenly set on;
skin soft and elastic to the touch; legs

Q
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it 18 probable there «will be an averon the ‘crop,
‘age yield throughout the. West.
Some of
tail; the ‘tail small; the ham long from the early varieties of peaches are undoubt- ‘Cuba,¥ gal..1 00 @ 120
the back to letting off at the loin, and edly cut off, but there willbe a plentiful North

from

-

Removes
the cause of Dizziness.

The canker worm has. appeared to an
alarming extent in some counties in Illinois.——The Providence Journal reports
the arrival of the Colorado potato bug in

several

:
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Cures Pains in the Side.
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a fe
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of war and for. “of native ae he les.
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Te RT
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of cloves,
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and pulls the scales’ down at th enormons
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Meal. .

Oat 1
ner
Oil Cake, ¥ ton...
FRUIT.
Almonds—

sweet oil, a little white or red pep- | oats

the hread, and press it together very hard.
Trim off the edges, that the sandwiches
may be all one size:

Cures Constipation
and regulates the bowels.

MEAL.

Choice ext.600
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stituents of hid oimpost of green manure
with,absorbents, wood-ashes and a little
‘pérsons have been sold at auction
its age is estimated to be 664 years.
worked over until it
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_ the benefit of the Andersen igor,
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or three days afer
Ro
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body,’
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'A monument to Schiller
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Turkish ministers: ‘Many are the eyes hi in
on.’
Rossiere
tnam county,
|
molasses, one of -sugar, ohe of cold coffee Schnell, near

LEA
HE

AND

per, a little salt and the yolk of an -egg;
braid these together very smoothly, and
letit cool. Chop very fine some tongue
and ham. Cut the bread thin; spread with
the

BE

Will eradicate Salt Rheum from the system.

Removes pimples and Humors from the face.

SuMMER
SANDWICHES.
Take half
a
pound of nice butter, three tablespoonfuls
of mixed mustard, three tablespoonfuls of

nice

VEGETIN

dis-

VEGETINE

To three

an inch thick), and bake slowly two hours

ith wonderful success: in, Mercurial

Cures the most inveterate
cases of Erysipelas,

Pare and slice tart apfill, about two inches

cover

Meets

%| odoin

RECIPES.

then
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as it were, on short stilts, so that the frogs

If we

Dordo.in
ol § .
A Aa

a feeling of chilliness.— Hall.

deep, a flat earthen or tin pan.

VEGETIN E
Cures the most inflexible case of Canker.

18

Am.do.

the lungs by the circuit of the head, thus
warming it before it gets there; second,
keep'in motion brisk enough to keep off

quarts of apple add one cup of sugar, one
grated nutmeg, one cup of cold water, and
butter the size of a walnut.
Cover this
with-plain pie-crust (have the crust about

not perform

Lond, P- inoil 198.

shut on going
out, so as to send the air to

PAN Dowpy.
ples enough to

8

the

derneath railroad cars to prevent injury
to any part of the targo with which it is
loaded.
The frog beneath the footis for
a similar purpose. But the manner
in
which most horses are shod lifts them up,

tions.

1g.

‘Neatabot gal. % gl 15
PAINTS.

most frequent causes of the dangerous
disease. Tens
of thousands
of cases
could be prevented every year by observing two simple precautions while out of
doors. First, keep the mouth resolutely

to the

his foot down

person,—these

1

30

-

ing

an

on any hard substance. Large rolls or
cylinders of India rubber are placed un-

pu-

black-your-boots and patent hot sausagé
The London Times says: ‘ Such commen and boys which infest all the applete stagnation as now prevails in the proaches to the exhibition grounds.
money market has not been witnessed for
One of the prettiest little side shows at
a very long time; bankers being at a loss the Exposition. is a tiny Moorish" villa,
to know in what direction to seek employ- elaborate in ornamentation, perfect in dement for their surplus balances.
There is sign. ‘It is brought from Tangiels, and is
avery great dearth of mercantilebills, and a beautiful reminder of the luxurious side
in the open market the rates are whatever of Oriental life.
:
can be obtained over two per centum.”
A quantity of fresh fruit from Victoria,
A despatch from London announces the Australia, the first of the kind forwarded
suspension of Malcalmson Brothers, of from there to this country, in a green
Waterford, Ireland, with liabilities of state, is now exhibited in -the- "¥ietorla
$600,000. It is believed that they will be court in the Main Building,
able to liquidate on favorable terms.
Canada has contributed a section of a
‘ . Hans
Andersen’s books, manwhite pine tree, 8 feet in diameter, per-

ne “usoripts, and autographs of distinguished

the Creator.

vine you generally get the best roots for
transplanting,—roots of such a size. and
organization that they take readily to their
bed.—Dr. Loring.
Cause oF PNEUMONIA.
The cause
of
pneumonia is the application of cold in
some form or other to the body, and ** set.
tling” on the lungs. - Remaining still in a
chilly condition an hour or two, getting
chilled during sleep, going from a warm
room, especially after having been there
for several hours, into
a cold, raw, damp,
out-door air, especially if the wind is blow-

horse when he is trotting or running, it lookred.
Do not break the crust into the
will be perceived that every foot is brought apple after
baking,
as by this means
down to the ground in such a manner that you spoil the pastry.
If you wish to have
ed A. D..1119.
the frog receives severe blows. By this it richer, cover with puff paste.
Professor E. W. Dimond, of Dartmouth
arrangement all injury to the animal is
BUCKWHEAT
BATTER.
Keeping
buckCollege, has leave of absence on account of avoided. Science teaches us to permit the
wheat batter is often very troublesome,
ill-health.
frog to develop and expand downward.
especially in mild = weather.
It can be
Commencement
exercises of Bowdoin
But most blacksmiths seem to think.that |, kept perfectly sweet by ‘pouring cold waCollege will occur July 9—11.—At Dart- the all-wise Creator made a mistake when
ter over that left from one morning, and
mouth College, June 25—29.—At Wesley- he formed the hoofs of horses. Hence thy
which is intended’to be used for raising
“an University, June 9—30.—West Virginia fall at the frogs with red-hot burningthe next morning’s cakes. Fill the vessel
College, June 25—July 1.—University of irons, with edge-tools and with any other
entirely
full of water and put in a cool
Vermont, June 25—29.
:
tools that will enable them to remove this
when ready to use, pour off the water,
excrescence. Illustrious ninnies! Why not which absorbs the acidity.

An English settler in Cape Colony,South
. Africa, has in four years cleared $125,000
by raising ostriches and
selling their
feathers.
Garibaldi
has gone to Caprera for his
health. He has again refused the testi- monial from the King and people of
$100,000, but suggests that it could be
- |
used to improve the Tiber.
The Grand Vizier of Turkey has written

a friendly reply to Prince Milan’s explanation of the Servian armaments.
:
Brigandage is again active in Italy, es-

of

of every

elastic pad for preventing injury

the college and 166 in the preparatory department.
A boy will learn more true wisdom ina
public school ina’year,than by a private education in five. It is not from masters, but
from their equals, that: youth learn a
knowledge of the world.
There are twenty-one Universities in
Italy, the oldest being at Bologna, found-

the first lady that ever assumed the sole
editorial direction of a daily newspaper.
The House has passed the bill fo pay to
Mrs. J. K. Polk, widow of the late Presimules

works
rear

of education in

the public schools has tripled

Miss Claggett is, we believe,

dent Polk, $1,500 for ten

prepare the foot, fit a shoe, and secure it
to the hoof in the same manner that a
wood butcher fits
a shoe to a wood or ox
sled. The mechanism of a horse’s hoof is
one of the most wonderful and ingenious
structures that can be found in all the

of Richmond is $212,875.87,

Susan

editor

Most of the horse-shoers of the ‘country

The school population, white and

H. Claggett
has become the proprietor of last fifteen years, while the number of
the Constitution of Keokuk, Iowa. She] pils has increased only fifty per cent. |
her journal.

shod, which are Worthy the ‘consideration

scholar was

The value of the school

be

of blacksmiths
and farmers as well :

colored, between the ages of 5 and 21 was

20,754.

should

For the week ending June 7, 1876.
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Is recommended by physicians and apothecaries,
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students in the Maine

Will cure the worst case of Serofula.

sseses

A writer in‘the New York Herald states
some

Wesleyan Seminary and Female Collegeat Kent's Hil, at the present term.
.
The
ond schools cost in 1875,$70,-

propriated $2,000 for a monument to be
erected over the remains of David Wilams, one
of the captors
of Major

has decided to be the managing

SHOEING HORSES.

wholesale
prices oul
Jobbers’ prices ech
ations.

®

with: spectroscopic

EDUCATIONAL.

044.98.

no

3 cts, per B above qu

1

is well

analysis, has just announced the discovery,
by means of ‘the spectroscope, of a new
chemical element, whichi he calls gallium,
and affirms og be closely allied to zine.
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The above are s'ric

to a commission for por Pio
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to this,

flowers, and, after the fifth topping, all
laterals whatever are nipped off. In this
way the ripe sap is directed into the fruit,
which acquires a beauty, size and excellence unattainable by other means.—Boston Globe.
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made yesterday
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and 15 @ 16 for Northern and Prince Edwards Isl-
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M. Lecocq de Boisbaudran, who

lent lap-robes and gloves, while their hair
is very valuables.
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- Andre.
By the death of her father, Miss

prevent their falling over, sticks or strings
are stretched horizontally along the rows,
so as to keep. the plants erect.
In addi-

daily
Co.,

each of which is highly effective, and they are

has continued, and with only moderate receipts
prices have continuedto improve and sales Were
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SPECIAL OFFERS,
.
Clubs
of sta OF
mote, ‘ONS IRD BETAS JU,

EREEsess

000, and the daily
ters.

an industry is anticipated in
them, as their skins make excel-

The New York Legislature ‘recently

the plants become stout dwarf bushes, not’
above eighteen inches high. In order to | the business of bearing fruit.

frequently foot up from $500,000 to $1,000,-

for the last four years, or about, 50,000,000
30
bushels.’
\
It is estimated that there are now
540,000 Angora goats on'the Pacific ‘coast,
quite

came
eye.
Yes,”
wid-

SELECTING GraPe VINES.
In selecting
grape vines for transplanting, choose the
strongest and
healthiest which are one
year old and have been properly cultivated. Vines older than this are not easily
transplanted, and do ‘not begin so readily

Receipts 3,378 boxes, and 123 bbls. The improvement noticedin our last week’s quotations

shfich

It is reported that a rich vein of goldbearing quartz has been discovered at Virginia City, the central silver mining
trict of Nevada, and that it assays s
thousand dollars per ton.
;
There are 84,200 buildings in New York
city.
California has 2,200,000 acres of wheat
maturing for the harvest.
Itis the largest acreage ever sown to wheat; and, according to present indications, it will produce at higher average than the - product

one went in to beg. Very soon he
out with a bloody nose and a black
‘Did you get anything, Jack?” ‘‘
growled the sufferer, ‘‘I've got the
ow’s might.”
A New York paper says that the
accounts of Messrs. A. T. Stewart &

schools and church-

es; thereis more money made in proportion to the labor; less labor is wanted;
everything is kept neat; less wages have
to be paid for help; less time is wasted;
more is raised to the acre; besides, it is
tilled better; there is no watching hired
help; the mind is not kept in a worry,
stew, and fret all the time.— The SemiTropical.

£.soap
5

senting votes. +

and

Says a Boston Physician, “has np equal as a blood

es.
a

apd write the English language has passed
the Senate of that State with only five dis-

county,

into

two buds next below the cluster, which
soon push strongly and produce another
cluster of flowers each. When these are
visible, the branch to which they belong is
also topped down to the level; and this is
done five times successively. By this means

sensensiarasyaies Ae
0 0 ve sisivns
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they
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as a juryman in Texas, who can not read

Westchester

The effectis
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make plenty of good

good roads;
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make
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shall
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Small farms make near

they
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lone

‘is

so

SMALL Forms.
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Receipts 1,475 boxes. Thereis perhaps a little
more inquiry for the best factory, but the Jemand
is not briek and prices unchanged.
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flowers terminate

thought-
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New York and Vt.—
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in his
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As soon
they top

caution
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badly poi-

mouth.
A bill providing that

O'Flynn,

the stem down

fully, “it’s strange ; but. in al] the rides I've
taken I never see the loike o’ that.”
Two tramps stopped at the house of a

a six per cent. loan of $3,373,117.19.
pencil

said Mr.

raising tomatoes is as follows:
as a cluster of flowers is visible,

of

extreme

BI 88KES

‘ Well, thin,”

mode

with

8

been assayed, and yields $15.06 per ton,
which will well pay working.
New York City advertises proposals for

Burr tells us that the French

buyers should operate
prices must rule low.

2

been going on for three years.
Pierce is
now in Canada.
Gold ore found at Saccarappa, Me., has

sold at 21 cts., but store packed from the same
States sells down to 15 @ 17 cts., and some as low
as 14 cts. Good fair lots of New York add Vermont sell at 20 @ 21 cts. ; for any description below

times that which fashion allows to women ;
indeed, the points of contact between
hat or bonnet and the head in the latter
go irregular as practically to destroy
protection which might otherwise be

and travelers should always

RAISING TOMATOES.

liberal receipt and

T
8 ¥ ssssgsf

The robberies have

lead

and Agricultural ;

while those patronized by ladies are the
New
England Women’s,
the
Saturday
Morning, the Brains Club, and the Young
Ladies’ Club.
Mr. O'Flynn inherits a tendency to Hibernicisms.
He asked a conductor the
other day whether he had ever made
trips without any passengers. The conductor replied that it sometimes happened so.

Butter is in more

is quite a wide range in prices. Some choice
Allinois and Michigan dairy-packed lots have been

the best market is dull and drooping, and Country

half

carry a package of it in their hand-bags to
scatter over and under their pillows in
places where they n bed reason to suspect
the presence of such
bed-fellows.

er p

«2

setts, Banks,Caledonian,

able distance,

Massachu-

to. habits of intemper-

they are in the open air. It ma
be observed that the surface of the head which
is actually covered in man is at least three

an inch in width, will set their depredations
at naught. Powdered
alum
or
borax will keep the chintz-bug at a respect-

Boylston, Orpheus, Art, Somerset, Union,
Temple, Central, Tremont, Suffolk, Bird,

Evening, Saturday,

chalk-mark

often

ove

the

Gold is found in Eastford, Conn.
Edward A. Pierce, a clerk in the dry
goods store of B. F. Robinson, St.- Albans,
Vt., has robbed his employer of about

a

over it; but a continuous

are the

Athenias, Papyrus,Apollo,Commonwealth,
Thursday

holding

Among them

leads more

ance than "any other,
This growing prev:
alence to neuralgia may to some extent be
referred to the effects of cold upon the
terminal branches of the nerves distributed to the skin; and the reason why men
less subjectto it than women may tg/a

Cw

matters of interest.”

The

DOMESTIC.

by

boiling water; let it stand on the fire until

gruff and

I 85: 88

nation-

In the Senate, Friday, Judge Black argued for a dismissal of the impeachment

A Baltimore book-keeper was

The

BUTTER.

»

On Wednesday and Thursday, Congress
did nothing of especial importance. The
excitement at Cincinnati absorbed the at-

soned

more.

3, |

The receipts of Butter for the week ending June
16th, have been 12,6'6 packages. The market is
dull, and the tendency of prices has been lower,
Some few lots of fancy Vermont where every tub
was strictly fine, have been sold for 24 cts., but for |
good straight lots
28 cts. is an outside price, ‘and
there has been more sold at 22 @ 22} than
any oth-

8% rH
58885)

take some

Cellar No.

wo

with a clergyman, the soup being ¢ hotchThe lady of the house, after
served him’ once,
asked if he

&oc.,

ggEeiEaas

‘The time of the House, Tuesday, was
occupied principally in a general debate
on the
army
appropriation bill. The
Senate amendmentsto the post-office appropriation bill were non;concurred in.

$6000 and absconded.

dined

ore

eggs,
hap ried apples,
go Market, Boston,

g

introduced.

considering

Johnson

mud

d outspoken social bear the alum disappears; then apply it with a
brush, while nearly boiling hot, to every
‘dish fit for hogs, madTH « Take a little more,
then,” was joint and crevice in your closets, bedsteads, pantry. shelves, and the like. Brush
the immediate and appropriate reply.
¢¢ Guilty, with some doubts about his the crevices in the floor of the skirting
being the man that did it,” is a Hoosier ‘or mop-boards, if you suspect that they
harbor vermin.
If, in whitewashing a
verdict,
A Fifth Avenue, New York, lady, on a ceiling, plenty of alum is added to the lime,
visit to Europe, has left"two poodles in Jit will also serve to keep insects at a discare of a dog doctress, for the keeping of tance. Cockroaches will - flee the paint
which she is to pay $200 yearly and to which has been washed in cool alum-water.
Sugar-barrels and boxes can be freed from
provide a carriage once a month in which
ants by drawing a wide chalk-mark just
the pets are to be aired.
The
Boston is full of clubs where comgenial round the edge of ‘the top of thom.
mark must be unbroken, or they will creep
spirits meet together ang discuss various

immigration.
The
army
appropriation
bill was reported, and several other bills

House was occupied in
army appropriation bill.

Dr.

no

®

When in Aberdeen,

exonerating that gentleman. A joint resolution was passed for the modification of |
the treaty with China so as to restrict

proceedings against General Belknap.

is a small

®

The extreme hight of misery

boy with a new pair of boots and
puddle.

until Thursday.
In the House, the committee investigating the charges against
Speaker Kerr made a unanimous report

tention of a goodly portion of our
al law-makers.

TO DESTROY INSEOTS..

ade ePee

The Senate, Monday, without transact.
ing any business of importance, adjourned

BUTTER, CHEESE, AND EGGS.
cod HILTON
BROS. & CO.,
and dealers in butter, ch

to the British Medical Journal: *‘' There
is no recognized reason why of late years
The Bostodl Journal of Chemistry says neuralgia of the face and scalp should
that hot alam-water is a re cent suggestion have increased so much in the female sex,
as an insecticide. It will. destroy red and as compared with our own. There is no
black ants, cockroaches, spiders, chintz doubt that it is’ one of the most common
bugs, and all the crawling pests which in. of female maladies, one of the most painfest our houses. Take two pounds of alum, ful and difficult of treatment. It is also a
and dissolve it in three or four quarts of |’ cause of much mental depression, and

MISCELLANEOUS.
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Markets.

NEURALGIA AMONG WOMEN.
A physicign of a London hospital writes

2:8

i

Baral and Domestic,

Purgraphs.

3

Beas Sumy

,1876.
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